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At Henry Schein Dental, our mission is to improve the lives of those we touch by 

focusing on practice care, so dental professionals can focus on patient care.

Practice Care is a combination of efficient solutions and integrated technologies designed  

to help you operate a productive practice, attain your business goals, and assist in the delivery  

of quality patient care.

Our Solutions focus on connecting all of your practice needs for a streamlined, digital workflow.

Practice Care is Our Priority

1-800-645-6594 prompt #1

henryscheinequipmentcatalog.com
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Cover Products and other EDITOR’S CHOICE products throughout 

this issue are chosen based on innovation or their perceived 

impact on improving patient care and practice effi ciency.

ON THE 

COVERPRODUCTS4

Our advertising policy

DPR makes every effort commensurate with professional editorial and 

advertising standards to report manufacturer’s product news accurately, 

but cannot assume responsibility for the validity of product claims. It is 

necessary for the editorial staff to remove itself from policing the content 

or images used in various ads or marketing campaigns. Any reader with a 

complaint should contact the manufacturer directly.

Our editorial process

The dental profession and the publications that cover it have no shortage of dental professionals ready to share 

their expertise. DPR sets itself apart with an editorial team comprised of journalists, not dentists. Each month, 

we reach out to a wide variety of voices to help tell the story of innovation in the dental profession. We don’t 

assume we know all the answers; we are, instead, committed to asking the right questions and delivering unbi-

ased, quality content. None of the articles you read are “paid for,” but as a product-centric magazine, working 

closely with our manufacturing partners is an important part of the process. 

MOST PRODUCTS. BEST SEARCH. 
Find thousands of products at 

products.dentalproductsreport.com

Cost-effective digital 

imaging solution
The Midmark ClearVision® CR 

Dental Reader is an easy-to-use 

and cost-effective dental imaging 

solution that is designed to rapidly 

deliver high-quality digital images 

for busy dental practices. The 

ClearVision CR Dental Reader fea-

tures a small footprint that enables it 

to seamlessly fi t into any size dental 

offi ce and exam room without caus-

ing any disruption to offi ce work-

fl ow. The automated, magnetized 

feeding tray offers push and go 

functionality, making it effortless to 

operate. It is low maintenance with 

no brushes for ease of cleaning and 

reduction of image artifacts. The 

reader follows the Digital Imaging 

and Communications in Medicine 

(DICOM) standard, making it com-

patible with existing systems.

Midmark Corp.

800-MIDMARK 
midmark.com
CIRCLE RS #4

Bioactive, fl uoride-

releasing materials
Beautifi l II Gingiva and Enamel resin 

composite is described as a new 

line of fl uoride-releasing, bioactive, 

nanohybrid restorative materials in 

pink and white shades. The new 

Beautifi l II shade modules are highly 

fi lled, demonstrate optimal fl exural 

and compressive strength, are said 

to maintain exceptional color stability 

before and after curing, exhibit high 

luster and, similarly to the original 

Beautifi l II, offer clinically vetted 

Giomer benefi ts—the ability to 

release and recharge fl uoride, inhibit 

plaque build-up and neutralize acids. 

Shofu Dental Corp.

800-827-4638 
shofu.com 

CIRCLE RS #3

Magnifi cation with 

style, comfort
SurgiTel’s loupes have been intro-

duced with the Oakley Radar EV 

and the Flak 2.0 sports frames. The 

result is said to deliver lightweight, 

comfortable and sturdy loupes 

that can easily be worn all day. The 

wrap-around shape with proper 

pantoscopic tilt provides protection 

to the clinician. Features include: 

powerful impact protection; made 

of Oakley’s patented O-Matter; 

multiple lens choices for best fi t; 

Three-Point-Fit for a balanced 

weight distribution; and No Slip Grip 

ear socks and nose pads 

SurgiTel 

800-959-0153 
surgitel.com 

CIRCLE RS #6

Resin cement 

combines several 

benefi ts
SpeedCEM Plus is a self-adhesive, 

self-curing resin cement with 

light-curing option. Reportedly it 

provides the optimum combination 

of performance and user friendli-

ness. With its optimized formula-

tion, the cement is especially suited 

for restorations made of zirconium 

oxide and metal ceramics, and 

the cementation of restorations on 

implant abutments. The material 

achieves a high bond strength to 

zirconium oxide, non-precious 

metal such as titanium, and dentin 

without exposure to light.

Ivoclar Vivadent 

800-533-6825 
ivoclarvivadent.us 

CIRCLE RS #5

http://shofu.com
http://midmark.com/
http://ivoclarvivadent.us/
http://surgitel.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/products
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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TECHNOLOGY

CLINICAL: DRY MOUTH

 58 OTC Management of Dry Mouth

Studies indicate a number of effective remedies 

exist, including XyliMelts slowly dissolving oral 

adhering discs. | by Jeff Burgess, DDS, MSD

TECHNIQUE

 62 How to close diastema using 

time-tested materials

Using 3M materials and a cutting-edge 

polishing system for highly esthetic 

results. | by Dr. Marcos Vargas 

CLINICAL INSIGHTS

 64 How-to restore Class V restorations

  One dentist outlines how using EPIC-TMPT 

Composite by Parkell can simplify Class 

V restorations. | by Ross Nash, DDS

ERGONOMICS

 66 Demystifying pain among 

women in dentistry | by 

Bethany Valachi, PT, MS, CEAS 

ROUNDUP

 46 The best in oral cancer 

and caries detection

These products help identify these diseases 

early, saving not only money but lives. 

Introduction by Dennis M. Abbott

BENCHMARK

 52 Opalescence Go by Ultradent 

  A new option for teeth whitening presents 

possibilities for pediatric patients.   

by Shannon Pace Brinker, CDD, CDA  

DOUBLE TAKE

 54 “The performance of these 

handpieces is superior ...” 

  One clinician talks about his experience using 

KaVo handpieces.  

by Paul LaTour, contributing writer

TECHNOLOGY EVANGELIST 

 70 How to use technology 

to enhance your internal 

marketing | by Dr. John Flucke

TECH UPDATES 

 72 3 ways to protect your patient 

information | Preventing data 

breaches should be top priority for dental 

practices. by Dr. Lorne Lavine

DIGITAL MARKETING

 73 How videos improve online marketing 

results | by Dr. Lou Shuman and Ian McNickle 

TECH UPDATES 

 76 Avoiding HIPAA penalties 

with SRAs | by Mike Uretz

TECH UPDATES 

 79 Dentsply Sirona’s Celtra Duo (ZLS) 

and Vista Dental’s EndoUltra 

37 57 69

Product launches and updates from 

throughout the industry

Practical clinical advice, research 

and techniques

Content to help your practice grow and prosper

Introducing the Innovators

Many dental companies believe they are the leaders 

of the industry. In this annual special section, nine 

companies tell you what sets them apart.

SPECIAL SECTION17 

https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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© 2016 DENTSPLY International, York, PA 17404

NUPRO®, revolv®, and NUPRO Freedom® are registered trademarks and 
Pioneers in Protection™ is a trademark of DENTSPLY International and/or its subsidiaries.    NUP02-0116-1

Explore the wide variety of NUPRO® disposable prophy angles. 

NEW NUPRO revolv® and NUPRO Freedom® slim disposable prophy 

angles are available in contra DPA with spiral cup or straight DPA 

with choice of soft or spiral cup. 

For more information or to request samples, call 1.800.989.8826 

or email nuprosamples@dentsply.com.

1Compared to traditional disposable prophy angles. 

Now with a 

25% shorter head and  
38% more slender neck

Introducing the NUPRO revolv® slim disposable prophy angle

New slim prophy angles are designed to help you deliver 

a more pleasant polishing experience 

%  25% shorter head and 38% more slender neck for improved 

maneuverability and access to hard-to-reach areas1

% Reduced noise and vibration for smooth, quiet operation

% Ergonomically designed for improved clinician comfort

EXPERIENCE IMPROVED VISIBILITY AND ACCESS 
WITH A 38% MORE SLENDER ANGLE

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 07

mailto:nuprosamples@dentsply.com
http://www.dentsply.com/
https://www.dentsply.com/en-us/preventive/prophy.html/Preventive/Prophy/Disposable-Angles/Slim-DPA/p/DPD-965263-1000066003/c/11.html#tabs=Features%20and%20Benefits
https://www.dentsply.com/en-us/preventive/prophy.html/Preventive/Prophy/Disposable-Angles/Slim-DPA/p/DPD-965263-1000066003/c/11.html#tabs=Features%20and%20Benefits
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Dental Products Report provides dentists with 

comprehensive, accurate and unbiased information across 

the spectrum of specialties. In consultation with forward-

looking clinicians and manufacturers, our staff supports 

dentists as they apply new products and technologies for 

excellence in patient care and practice development.

Dental Products Report (Print ISSN# 0011-8737, Digital ISSN# 2150-640X), is published monthly by UBM Medica, 131 West First St., Duluth, MN 55802-2065. One-year subscription rates:  $150 in 
the United States & Possessions; $170 in Canada and Mexico; all other countries $275. Single copies (prepaid only) $24 in the United States; $35 in Canada and Mexico; all other countries $35. Include 
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UBM Medica provides certain customer contact data (such as customers’ names, addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses) to third parties who wish to promote relevant products, services, 
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between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. CST and a customer service representative will assist you in removing your name from UBM Medica’s lists. Outside the U.S., please phone 218-740-6477. 

Dental Products Report does not verify any claims or other information appearing in any of the advertisements contained in the publication, and cannot take responsibility for any losses or other 
damages incurred by readers in reliance of such content.

Dental Products Report cannot be held responsible for the safekeeping or return of unsolicited articles, manuscripts, photographs, illustrations or other materials.

To subscribe, call toll-free 888-527-7008. Outside the U.S. call 218-740-6477.

OUR MISSION

 8 Clicks & Picks

What real dentists are 

searching for and savoring at 

dentalproductsreport.com.

 10 The List

Top 5 reasons to use 

digital impressions 

 12 From the Editor

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE
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With CEREC AI and AF 

options, there is no reason 

not to take advantage of the 

design features and options 

that allow you to integrate 

CEREC into your operatory.

THE POWER TO CHANGE LIVES P. 84

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 8
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FLUOR IDE RELEAS ING,  B IOACT IVE , 
NANO-HYBR ID  COMPOS ITE

 Visit www.shofu.com or call 800.827.4638�������
�������������������������	������

The health and appearance of gingival tissues 

signifi cantly affects smile aesthetics. With more 

than 85% of the population displaying some type of 

these dental issues, choosing the best treatment 

for cervical lesions and gingival recession may 

present a challenge to dental professionals.i 

Over decades, direct composite resin restorations 

have become a clinically proven alternative 

for patients seeking highly aesthetic yet 

minimally-invasive restorative procedures.ii New 

advancements in dental materials combined 

with better understanding of biomechanics of 

dental tissues have stimulated the formulation 

of composite resins with improved physical 

and optical properties, making it possible to 

reestablish aesthetics of fractured teeth and 

correct the appearance of gingival recession, 

directly, in the operatory. 

Recently, Beautifi l II Gingiva and Enamel direct 

resin composites were developed as an addition 

to the award-winning Beautifi l II, a fl uoride-

releasing, bioactive, nanohybrid composite line. 

Intended for the cervical area, specifi cally—

the aesthetic correction of gingival recession, 

wedge-shaped defects, exposed cervical areas, 

splinting, and re-balancing of pink and white 

aesthetics, the pink-colored Beautifi l II Gingiva 

restorative is available in 5 gingiva shades, 

light pink, dark pink, orange, brown and violet. 

The collection of these shades was created 

based on Shofu’s signature Ceramage line, a 

nano-ceramic indirect composite, designed for 

artistic restorations of anterior regions. Similarly 

to its indirect predecessor, Beautifi l II Gingiva 

resin composite can be blended together and 

layered to produce custom shades that will help 

effectively address patient’s clinical needs. 

Designed for direct anterior restorations, 

Beautifi l II Enamel resin composite is available 

in 4 enamel shades, high-value translucent, 

translucent, low-value translucent and amber. 

The chameleon-like optical characteristics of the 

enamel tones allow for creating polychromatic 

restorations with morphology and aesthetics of 

natural teeth, chairside, providing the clinicians 

with a cost-effective alternative to ceramic 

veneers. Similarly to gingiva-shaded composites, 

the white-colored Beautifi l II Enamel can be 

layered and blended together to deliver results 

that will mimic natural dentition.

The new color modules are highly fi lled (ca. 

83 wt%), demonstrate excellent fl exural and 

compressive strength (ca. 130 MPa and 320 

MPa, respectively), maintain outstanding color 

stability before and after curing, exhibit high 

luster and, similarly to the original Beautifil II 

nano-hybrid composite resin, offer clinically 

vetted Giomer benefi ts—the ability to release 

and recharge fl uoride, inhibit plaque build-up and 

neutralize acid. 

Available in syringes and technique kits, Shofu’s 

nano-hybrid Beautifil II Gingiva and Enamel 

composites with bioactive Giomer chemistry 

provide life-like aesthetics in a minimally-invasive 

and cost-effective manner. These novel materials 

make an excellent addition to the clinician’s 

armamentarium by expanding the range of 

treatment modalities that lead to increased 

patient satisfaction and practice profi tability.

i Milnar F.J. Solving aesthetic challenges due to gingival recession. Dentistry Today, 2011;3, http://www.dentistrytoday.com/aesthetics/4728-solving-aesthetic-challenges-due-to-gingival-recession, accessed June 16, 2016
ii Blank L.W., Caffesse R.G. Charbeneau G.T. The gingival response to well-fi nished composite resin restorations. J Prosthet Dent 1979;42(6):626-32

 PINK & WHITE Aesthetics with Beautifi l II Gingiva & Enamel Resin Composites

Photo courtesy of Frank J. Milnar, DDS, AAACD

Photo courtesy of Frank J. Milnar, DDS, AAACD

SNBIIPWE-0615 
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MOST PRODUCTS. BEST SEARCH. 

Find thousands of products and all of the 

following web-exclusive content on our website.

Follow us on Facebook 
and Twitter

Study fi nds getting 

high will kill your smile
Getting high may mean new lows for dental health: Just like tobacco 

smoking, marijuana has been found to have an effect on oral health.

How seasonality 

affects revenue in 

the dental practice
Why measuring and preparing for changes in 

revenue caused by seasonality is crucial.  

NEW 

CONTENT

EVERY 
DAY

Clicks & Picks 
What dentists were searching and savoring in June

@Dentalproductsreport.com

3 MOST-VIEWED PRODUCTS 

01  Anutra LA Delivery System
Anutra Medical

02  Prevident
Colgate

03  Clinpro 5000
3M ESPE

3 MOST-READ ARTICLES ONLINE

01  Oral bacteria linked to risk of 
pancreatic cancer
by Laura Dorr

02  Do you have a practice bully?
by Denise Ciardello

03  9 of the scariest medical conditions 
with links to oral health
by Laura Dorr

Make your inbox happy! Register 
for DPR’s e-newsletter and 
never miss a web exclusive 
article or video. Go to 
dentalproductsreport.com/

subscribe.

E-NEWSLETTERS

STEVE ROSS / GETTY IMAGES

Don’t get hit with 
an I-9 fi ne

Not being able to present I-9 forms could have big 

repercussions for your dental practice.

https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://dentalproductsreport.com/subscribe
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


Your trusted partner in dental anesthetics*S
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Citanest. For a wide spectrum of patient conditions. 

Citanest, from DENTSPLY Pharmaceutical, gives patients more comfortable options for low-toxicity*, high-safety 

local anesthesia with Plain (no epinephrine) and Forte (with epinephrine). While both are safe for patients with a 

ƵĜÚå�ƴ±ųĜåƋƼ�Ņü�ĵåÚĜÏ±Ĭ�ÏŅĺÚĜƋĜŅĺŸ�Ņų�ÏĜųÏƚĵŸƋ±ĺÏåŸØ�{Ĭ±Ĝĺ�ŅýåųŸ�ŞĜĺÏĘĬåŸŸØ�ŧƚĜÏĩěŅĺxŧƚĜÏĩěŅý�ƵĘĜĬå�8ŅųƋå�ƵŅųĩŸ�

well for longer or extended procedures. 

Citanest Plain and Citanest Forte are contraindicated in patients who are hypersensitive to local anesthetics.  

Citanest Plain and Citanest Forte should not be used in patients with congenital or idiopathic methemoglobinemia.  

Common precautions include aspiration prior to injection to help avoid intravascular injection. Local anesthetic 

ŸŅĬƚƋĜŅĺŸ�ĬĜĩå��ĜƋ±ĺåŸƋ�8ŅųƋå�ƋĘ±Ƌ�ÏŅĺƋ±Ĝĺ�±�ƴ±ŸŅÏŅĺŸƋųĜÏƋŅų�ŸĘŅƚĬÚ�Æå�ƚŸåÚ�Ï±ƚƋĜŅƚŸĬƼ�åŸŞåÏĜ±ĬĬƼ�Ĝĺ�Ş±ƋĜåĺƋŸ�ƵĜƋĘ�

impaired cardiovascular function or vascular disease.

Please refer to brief summary for prescribing information on page 83.

To learn more, call us at 1-800-225-2787 or visit dentsply.com.

 D I V E R S E  P A T I E N T S  C A L L  F O R 

DIVERSE OPTIONS.

4% Citanest® Plain DENTAL (prilocaine HCl Injection, USP)  

4% Citanest® Forte DENTAL with epinephrine 1:200,000 (prilocaine HCl and epinephrine injection, USP)

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 09
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QUICK BITES 
for team development  
and practice success

THE LIST NEXT MONTH: Top 5 back-to-school preventative care suggestions

You can stop and start.

“With the CAD/CAM procedure, you do one tooth. Then you stop, and you prepare 

your second tooth. So you can go easy like that without concern if the blood is going 

to come or not because you controlled it by stopping your procedure and using 

your air flow and that’s it,” says Dr. Eric Caron, a prosthodontist with Dental Wings.

You can use it over and over again.

“If you need it in the future for whatever reason, it stays on the computer, and it’s there.  

You can go back and see what the patient used to look like. You can use it as many times 

as you want. It never changes; it’s a permanent thing. So say they pour the impression and 

somehow the tech drops it and the model breaks. They’ll probably re-pour the impression, 

but it’s not going to be as accurate as the first pour,” Nicole Calderone, RDAEF2 says.

You can communicate easier with the lab.

“If the doctor wants to mark the margin so the lab has a better idea of where 

they want the placement, then they can send that to the lab. The digital 

01

02

03

TOP 5 REASONS TO USE DIGITAL IMPRESSIONS

[scan] provides a lot of ease of communication that is handy when it comes 

to big or small restorations. Whatever it is, you’ve got a lot of tools that you 

can use to have a better result,” observes John Aguirre, regional product 

line manager for Carestream Dental’s CS Solutions CAD/CAM portfolio.

You can submit them to the lab faster.

“It’s immediately received by your laboratory, and that’s a huge benefit. If  

you need something done quickly, you submit and within an hour, that entire  

file is uploaded to your laboratory,” says Dr. Marc Geissberger, Professor and  

Chair of the Department of Integrated Reconstructive Dental Sciences at  

University of the Pacific.

You know the impression is accepted 
before you even send it off.

“The computer will tell you if this is a good image or not. There’s no more 

rejection. When you take a traditional impression, you send it off, and two or 

three weeks later, you get it back saying ‘No, we can’t do it. You’ve got to take 

another one.’ So the time, convenience and aggravation for not only the patient 

but for the operator, is gone with digital,” notes Tija Hunter, dental assistant 

and vice president of the American Dental Assistants Association.  

05

04

The patients love them. Many labs prefer them. They are easier for clinicians and staff  

to take. Digital impressions have multiple benefits for a practice. Here are five reasons  

clinicians should give them a look:

I’VE PRESCRIBED PERIO 

TRAYS® FOR NEARLY 10 

YEARS WITH EXCELLENT 

PREDICTABLE RESULTS, 

reducing pockets and 
maintaining gingival health 
long-term. I routinely use 
Perio Trays to improve 
gingival tissue as a prelude 
to Pinhole® Surgical Tech-
nique. Post-op, the trays 
maintain Pinhole® results, 
especially preserving 
root coverage.

Dr. John Chao, Inventor of 

Pinhole® Surgical Technique

BECOME A PROVIDER TODAY: PerioProtect.com/Training

Maintain Your Gains
with the Perio Tray® by Perio Protect

SINCE WE’VE IMPLEMENTED 

THE PERIO TRAYS® IN OUR 

OFFICE, EVERY PATIENT IS 

HAPPY WITH THE RESULTS.  
They see that they don’t 
bleed or have bad odor 
or taste anymore. Perio 
Trays have made a huge 
impact on the soft tissue 
management portion of 
our practice.

Ron Kaminer, DDS 

Hewlett, NY

THIS IS BY FAR THE BEST 

perio treatment out there.

Dr. Robert Nisson,

Henderson, NV

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 11

http://www.PerioProtect.com/Training
http://www.PerioProtect.com/
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The latest in digital dentistry for every part of your team.
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the newest addition to Modern Dental Network reaches early adopters of digital technology like you.

Start reading now at www.digital-esthetics.com — subscribe to our print edition, too!
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We want to know what you think 
about DPR. Your comments, good 
and bad, are always welcome!       
      SGoff@Advanstar.com 

      @StanGoffDPR
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FROM THE EDITOR

Subscribe to Modern Dental Network e-newsletters 
at dentalproductsreport.com/subscribe.

“        These 

tremendous 

developments 

have changed 

the way you 

work and have 

improved the 

care to your 

patients by 

leaps and 

bounds.”

I
t was not all that long ago when dental professionals 

performed without gloves, and when fi lm was the 

only choice when it came to X-rays. Back then, the 

thought of a computer designing and milling dental 

restorations sounded more like science fi ction than 

reality. Technology common today such as lasers and  

high-magnifi cation comfortable loupes also were not 

the norm in the industry.

But over the years, many great minds and many great 

companies have come together to deliver some amaz-

ing innovative products and advancements in dental 

technology. These tremendous developments have 

changed the way you work and have improved the care 

to your patients by leaps and bounds. Dental Products 

Report has been sharing these developments for fi ve 

decades now, bringing our audience the best in new 

product news, as well as articles that help you see how 

colleagues are taking advantage of these innovations. 

It’s always been our goal to keep you informed and 

on the cutting edge. There are also a number of com-

panies with the goal of always bringing better products 

to the market and never resting on their laurels. You’ll 

fi nd them in every issue of DPR with exciting new prod-

ucts and techniques on how to get the most of the latest 

technologies and material advances.

In this issue you’ll get a close look at nine such com-

panies in our annual Innovator Profi le special section. 

Find out what makes these companies special and why 

their offerings in the categories of imaging and diag-

nostics, dental meetings, endodontics, equipment and  

materials, ergonomics and magnifi cation and hygiene 

will help make you a better dentist. Make sure to check 

out this section, beginning on page 16, as you’re sure to 

be impressed by what they offer and how this innova-

tion has come about.

Can’t wait for August
Next month, DPR will have a new look and a new 

focus on today’s technology. So make sure to read 

the August issue of DPR and feel free to share your 

thoughts. Let us know what you like and let us know 

if there’s anything else you’d love to see in the pages of 

%13��"GUFS�BMM�XF�SF�IFSF�GPS�ZPV��r

[ Stan Goff ]
Editor in Chief
sgoff@advanstar.com

Another year 
of difference-
making 
innovation

Off er is buy four (4) refi lls, get one (1) refi ll free. Limit four (4) free refi lls per offi  ce. Cannot be com-
bined with any other off er. Valid in the U.S. and Canada only. Refi lls available in syringe or capsule 
size. Qualifying orders must be dated 7/1/2016–8/30/2016, invoices must be received no later 
than 9/16/2016. Orders must be placed through an authorized Tokuyama dealer. All invoices 
must be faxed to (760) 942-7212 or e-mailed to info@tokuyama-us.com with the promo code 
DPRA16 printed legibly to receive free goods. Please specify the shade you would like to 
receive for free or A2 will be sent. @2016 Tokuyama Dental America Inc.  |  06081601  

Place your order at

 tokuyama-us.com
or call 877.378.3548

Buy 4 Refi lls,
Get 1 Free

Promo Code 

DPRA16

ESTELITE SIGMA QUICK
®

The Miracle Match 

UNIVERSAL 
COMPOSITE

SIMPLE = Shade miracle match. Use 1 

shade to match with up to 10 diff erent 

tooth shades.

BEAUTIFUL = Achieve a unique 
“chameleon” eff ect in every restoration.

LASTING = Reduced abrasion for long-
term wear resistance.

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 13
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*MMA - Methyl Methacrylate
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SIROWORLD.COM

http://www.siroworld.com/
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Introducing

The premier dual-cure composite combining fl owable 

cavity adaptation with bulk strength and wear resistance. 

All in one simple step. 

Bulk EZ™ has reinvented bulk-fi ll composites, setting a new standard of excellence by addressing 

the limitations in bulk-fi lls that plague current products. Through pre-market evaluations and 

testing, clinicians confi rm that Bulk EZ is a new class of bulk-fi ll composite, with a formulation 

that has the following key attributes: unlimited depth of cure, ideal limits of stress and shrinkage 

to avoid gaps, superb polishability compared to leading composites, and compatibility with all 

bonding agents. 

Experience a bulk-fi ll composite in a class of its own by calling 800.827.7940 or visiting 
Danvillematerials.com/bulkez to request a FREE sample of Bulk EZ. 

Unlimited depth  
of cure

No gaps 
or leakage

One-step process, 
no layering saves time

Compatible with all 
bonding materials

Unlimited cure depth and no leakage propels

into a class
of its 
own.

DUAL-CURE BULK FILL COMPOSITE

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 16
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CATEGORY NAME

There are a wealth of tremendous products available 

to today’s dentists. In fact, there are so many that it 

can be diffi cult stay on top of all them and to know 

what might really make a difference in your efforts 

to best treat your patients.

That’s where DPR steps in to provide some assis-

tance. It’s important to know about the latest and 

greatest in dental products. It’s also critical to know 

how best to implement these innovations, to under-

stand how and when to use them. It’s also vital to 

be sure that when you reach for a product that it can 

be counted out to consistently deliver great results.

The nine companies featured in this year’s special 

section all have a long track record of producing 

products, services and education to assist you in 

reaching your goals.

Dr. John Flucke, Chief Dental Editor and Tech-

nology Editor for DPR, summed up these goals 

so well in a past Innovator Profi le special section 

that we’re bringing his comments back one more 

time: “At the end of the day, everyone in this noble 

industry is working for the patient. Ensuring the 

best patient outcome is what we are all tasked to do 

and it is a tremendous privilege and a blessing to be 

allowed to do just that. It doesn’t matter whether 

you are the CEO of a dental supply company, a 

writer for a dental publication, or a doctor in the 

trenches seeing patients every day—we should all 

remember that it is the oral and systemic health of 

every human being that should be our focus and 

our goal.”   

INSIDE EVERY ISSUE OF DENTAL PROD-

UCTS REPORT, WE SHARE NEWS OF NEW 

PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGY, ALONG 

WITH INNOVATIVE WAYS TO PUT THEM TO 

GOOD USE IN EVERYDAY PRACTICE. ONCE 

A YEAR WE TAKE THAT COVERAGE TO A 

NEW LEVEL WITH STORIES LIKE THE ONES 

ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES. 

COMPANY INDEX

Dental Meetings

Chicago Dental Society 24

Ergonomics & Magnifi cation

SurgiTel  32

Imaging & Diagnostics

ACTEON North America  18

Carestream Dental 22

Instrumentarium  20

Equipment & Materials

3M Oral Care  26

BISCO  28

Endodontics

Ultradent Products 30

Hygiene

Zirc 34

INNOVATOR PROFILE
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

HERE COME THE 

INNOVATORS

With innovation 

comes great 

advancement. 

Find out how 

these companies 

partner with you 

to push the dental 

industry forward.

https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

INNOVATOR PROFILE

“ACTEON now offers support to clinicians that 
is unprecedented in the dental industry.”

Q: What’s the one thing you want customers to know 

about ACTEON? 

A: I would like people to know that ACTEON is not 

just a company that provides “products.” ACTEON 

provides solutions for dental practices as well as our 

dealer partners. For example, combining our digital 

radiography solutions such as Sopix2 sensors and 

PSPIX2 allow clinicians to obtain images from the 

entire patient population from pediatrics to adults 

while decreasing patients’ radiation exposure. We 

also have a complete solution for prophylaxis where 

a clinician can identify and highlight calculus and 

gingival inflammation with SoproCARE®. They 

can also treat and maintain these patients with 

NEWTRON® ultrasonic scalers and AIR-N-GO 

Easy® sub gingival polishing with glycine powder.

Lastly, ACTEON now offers support to clinicians 

that is unprecedented in the dental industry. We offer 

a one-year comprehensive warranty on all devices 

and a team of clinical trainers that provide peer-to-

peer training on almost all ACTEON devices.

Q: How do the Sopix2® sensors stand out from the 

competition?

A: Sopix2® sensors provide superior image quality 

at lightening speed, but some of the value added 

features put the Sopix2 in a class by itself. Automatic 

Controlled Exposure (ACE®) technology integrated 

in the Sopix2 allows the sensor to shut itself off after 

it has received suffi cient X-ray energy for a perfect 

image. This eliminated the need for retakes due to 

overexposed images and reduces the amount of 

radiation to the patient. Sopix2 also has free imag-

ing software included with every purchase and 

also works in Mac and PC environments. Lastly, 

the Sopix2 has a fi ve-year manufacturer warranty 

included in the purchase price.

Q: With PSPIX2, what’s the biggest advantage to hav-

ing this technology in your practice?

A: PSPIX2 provides cordless digital imaging in a 

compact device, providing superior imaging quality 

while improving offi ce workfl ow. PSPIX2 is so small 

it can be placed chairside and provides images in 

as little as nine seconds. PSPIX2 can also be added 

to offi ces already using digital sensors to compli-

ment the sensors and treat patients that are non-

compliant or cannot tolerate a rigid digital sensor.

Q: How can dentists and hygienists work with the 

NEWTRON technology to benefi t their patients and 

bottom line?

A: NEWTRON® piezoelectric ultrasonic technology 

benefi ts the practice’s bottom line, providing superior 

versatility with over 80 tips available for multiple 

applications such as endodontic procedures, margin 

preparation, implant maintenance and many other 

uses. NEWTRON benefi ts patients by providing supe-

rior comfort over other technology. I have hygienists 

approach me all the time saying how their patients love 

when they have switched to NEWTRON piezoelectric 

technology from other methods of scaling.

ACTEON NORTH AMERICA  |  877-4ACTEON  |  acteonusa.com

TIM LONG

COO/ACTEON North America

FEATURED PRODUCTS

Sopix2

This digital sensor utilizes a unique 

technology that protects images against 

overexposure, and with its patented ACE 

technology automatic controlled exposure, 

it controls the amount of X-ray energy 

accumulated by the sensor and is said to 

result in clearer images. Once the sensor 

receives enough X-ray energy, it stops 

accepting radiation. This ensures the fi rst 

shot is always perfect and clear, report-

edly resulting in less retakes and over 

exposed images. For maximum patient 

comfort, the corners have been rounded.

PSPIX2

This next-generation phosphor plate 

scanner, the PSPIX2 combines revolution-

ary size, modern design and remarkable 

ease-of-use. The PSPIX2 is said to 

represent the next level of PSP design, 

technology and function. It is designed 

for a very small footprint, high-quality and 

contrasted images, incredibly fast acquisi-

tion times and removable parts for easy 

sterilization. 

Expasyl

The Expasyl system for temporary gingival 

retraction benefi ts from an excellent risk-

benefi t balance: Its viscosity has been 

specifi cally calculated to effectively open 

the sulcus without damaging the epithelial 

attachment. The quality of opening is the 

same as this obtained with a cord, without 

lesion, resumption of bleeding or pain. 

Your movement is both safe and effi cient. 

Plus, there is no need to wait for tissue 

healing since they are perfectly preserved.

PURE NEWTRON

The PURE NEWTRON range of ultrasonic 

scalers uses a Cruise Control® System that 

adjusts the ultrasonic power in real time 

to adapt to the resistance encountered by 

the tip. Plus, the LED lit, color-coded power 

dial is designed to make power selection 

simple, while the ergonomic NEWTRON 

SLIM B.LED handpiece offers greater 

handling and accessibility. Compatible with 

nearly 80 tips, each PURE NEWTRON 

device performs almost all applications, 

including scaling, perio endodontics and 

restorative procedures.

http://www.acteonusa.com/
http://www.acteonusa.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


NAME IT

TREAT IT

CLAIM IT

MORE INVENTIVE     LESS INVASIVE

NEWTRON B.LED 

AIR-N-GO EASY
AND

SoproCARE

NAME IT

TREAT IT

CLAIM IT

Detect Gingivitis 
with SoproCARE

Document it with
new Gingivitis code

ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEW CODE?
 WE ARE...

124 Gaither Drive   Suite 140 
Mount Laurel   NJ 08054  USA
Tel.  1-800-289-6367
Fax. 1-856-222-4726
www.acteonusa.com
info@us.acteongroup.com
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l
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“Just another stepping stone to expanding your 
practice, so your patients feel confi dent ... ”

Q: Tell us a little about your practice.

A: I’m a general practitioner and I practice in Scottsdale, 

Arizona. I was in the Navy for four years and I’m a dip-

lomat with the International Congress of Implantology. 

I’ve been in private practice with my wife for the last 25 

years. It’s true general dentistry, but we handle almost all 

our patient needs in house and don’t refer out very often.

CBCT imaging is one reason we are able to man-

age my cases in house. It is really useful in helping me 

know what I’m getting into before I do a surgery, or 

when I perform an endo procedure. If I’m going to place 

implants I combine it with my iTero digital scanner to 

make surgical stents. I use CBCT imaging for much of 

my diagnostic needs, it’s really invaluable.

We spend a lot of time trying to get things organized 

in terms of a digital workfl ow and not just because it’s 

cool, although it’s cool, but I buy technology because 

it will make me a better dentist. So that’s the criteria I 

use to determine whether I purchase something. Will it 

make me a better dentist? If the answer is yes, then I will 

usually embark on it.

Q: How does 3D imaging help your practice and help you 

as a practitioner?

A: I use it for a lot of reasons. First, I can provide bet-

ter care for my patients in terms of improved accuracy 

and predictable outcomes. It is also convenient for my 

patients since they don’t have to go to an imaging center. 

It’s also convenient for me as I have access to a 3D image 

anytime it’s required. 

I purchased this unit three years ago. One of the 

advantages of the OP300 is its size. I was able to replace 

an older panoramic system with this unit which offers 

both 2D panoramic imaging and CBCT scanning. So, 

I can do either/or, which is a big advantage. Plus it has a 

very small footprint, which is really nice.

Q: How easy is it to learn to use and how is vendor 

support?

A: Ease-of-use with the OP300 is great. The Invivo5 

software from Anatomage that comes with the system 

is really, really good. On top of that, the support from 

Instrumentarium Dental™ is absolutely amazing. They 

are really thorough about making sure that you have 

good training. If you get new staff members and mem-

bers that need training, they come right out to provide 

that to our new employees. It’s outstanding. It’s just a 

good company.

And the 3D software, Invivo5, is incredible. I have 

used several different software programs throughout 

my career, and Invivo5 is far and away the most effec-

tive, most user-friendly and most powerful in its class. 

In addition, when an update is available, they are really 

good about providing that and helping me learn about 

new features. 

Q: What types of procedures do you use this system for?

A: I place implants in my practice, so I use it to evaluate 

the area and do my treatment planning. I also do root 

canals, so if I’m having trouble fi nding a canal while I’m 

doing a root canal, I take a 3D image. I remove wisdom 

teeth, and there are times where a panoramic radiograph 

makes it look like the tooth is really close to the nerve 

so I’ll take a 3D image to accurately assess the distance 

and proximity of the nerve. Additionally, I had a patient 

come in today with a big infection around a tooth, so I 

looked to see if maybe a canal was missed , which would 

explain why there was an infection. Thanks to the scan, 

I realized the tooth was cracked, so I told the patient we 

needed to remove that tooth. I was able to explain, with 

certainty, that it’s not restorable and show them why.

I also use it to measure a patient’s airway. I can take a 

CBCT scan and use Invivo5 to analyze the airway vol-

ume and make decisions on treatment options armed 

with this and other information I gather.

It’s just another step in educating your patients. When 

you have this 3D image, rather than a conventional 

radiograph, you can show them and say, ‘Hey this is 

you, this is the bone without the skin and here’s the prob-

lem.’ You show them a big hole in the bone and they ask, 

“when can we fi x that?”

And they just appreciate the fact that my offi ce is up 

to date on technology and also that I’m not making 

them run around. I’m not asking them to get up and go 

to someone else’s offi ce to have this done. They really 

appreciate the convenience.

Q: Has this OP300 been a worthwhile investment in your 

practice?

A: My experience has been that it pays for itself easily 

just because of the number of images we take given our 

patient fl ow. After the fi rst month there was no question 

that it was a good choice.

Q: What is the one thing you’d like to say to a colleague 

who had yet to incorporate 3D technology?

A: It just helps you advance your practice. I would say it 

gives you the confi dence to perform procedures that you 

might not otherwise.

This is just another stepping stone to expanding your 

practice, and increasing your patient’s confi dence in you 

and your practice.

If you’re sending them other places for other things, 

I think their view might be, well if it’s that important to 

have a cone beam scan taken, why doesn’t he have one? 

So that would be the question I would ask (a colleague).

Q: Are there any other benefi ts you have experienced 

since implementing the technology?

A: There have been times when I have taken an image 

and found something I didn’t expect on an adjacent 

tooth. CBCT technology often sheds light on unde-

tected issues before they become a major problem. That 

elevates your patient care and reinforces how critical it 

is to be thorough. 

INSTRUMENTARIUM  |  800-558-6120  |  instrudental.com

DR. TERRY L. WORK, DMD

Scottsdale, Arizona

FEATURED PRODUCT

OP300

OP300 combines an advanced 

panoramic imaging system 

with either cephalometric, 

cone beam 3D or a combina-

tion of both, giving you a truly 

adaptable platform for different 

imaging applications and 

dental specialties. Multilayer 

Panoramic imaging, freely 

positionable Field-of-Views, 

Low Dose Technology™ and 

Instrumentarium Dental ADC™ for 2D, make this system 

a powerful tool for viewing the complete dental arch.

REGISTER TODAY
DENTAL3DU.COM

SEE DR. WORK LIVE 
AND EARN CE CREDIT THIS 
OCTOBER AT DENTAL 3DU!

http://www.| instrudental.com/
http://www.| instrudental.com/
http://DENTAL3DU.COM
http://www.kavokerrgroup.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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™ OP300
The OP300 platform is ideally suited for implant cases. 
With excellent image quality and award-winning 3D 
software by Anatomage®,  it offers a clear path toward 
accurate treatment planning with predictable results. 

Schedule an appointment today at 866-940-1417 

* For supporting data, visit: www.instrumentariumdental.com/en-US/sources  © 2016 Instrumentarium Dental. 
For OP300 Indications for Use, visit www.instrumentariumdental.com/en-US/ifu   IN0035/A 01.16

®

EBOOK

WHY PLAN B DOESN’T 
HAVE TO INCLUDE A REFERRAL TO A SPECIALIST

Sponsored by

Download our Free eBook Today
“Why Plan B Doesn’t Have to Include a 
Referral to a Specialist”
yes.op300.com/001245

Interested?  Circle Product Card No.18

ORTHOPANTOMOGRAPH

http://yes.op300.com/001245
http://www.instrumentariumdental.com/en-US/sources
http://www.instrumentariumdental.com/en-US/ifu
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“... when you take a digital impression, 
you don’t have to worry about errors ...”

Q: When did you fi rst begin using digital intraoral 

scanners? 

Dr. Delrose: My partner and I started utilizing digital 

dentistry in 2000 and since then we have used fi ve 

different digital impression systems. The reason 

we’re so enamored with intraoral scanners is their 

accuracy. Even as far back as the year 2000 they 

were accurate. You know when you take a digital 

impression you don’t have to worry about errors 

in the stone models or errors when you’re mixing 

material to make an analogue impression. In our 

offi ce the only time we mix impression materials is 

for denture cases, and I’m sure we’ll eventually be 

able to use a scanner for removable. 

Q: Why did you decide to invest in the CS 3600? 

Dr. Delrose: We started with the CS 3500 four years 

ago. We were the fi rst offi ce in the U.S. to use it. 

When we found out there was an intraoral digital 

scanner we could move from operatory to operatory 

that wasn’t on a cart or tethered to a laptop, it made 

us really happy. At the time we pulled carts from 

room to room. We even had to change the tires on 

one of our carts. And back then, when we bought 

one digital system we’d have to buy two or three 

because we have four doctors in our practice. Right 

now we have one scanner in the offi ce for all four 

doctors and that’s the CS 3600. 

We beta tested the 3600 for Carestream Dental 

and have used it for about nine months. One of the 

benefi ts is the open architecture. Most other sys-

tems tell you which labs you can use. There are a 

few lines of code in the STL fi les that only their labs 

can open. With Carestream Dental, you can send 

STL fi les to any lab you want. 

The CS 3600 is easy to use and very ergonomic. 

It fi ts in the palm of your hand and feels and looks 

like an intraoral camera. My surgical assistant and I 

were working on a patient with a broken tooth who 

needed a crown, and I had to leave the room. When 

I came back the opposing was already on the moni-

tor. The assistant had only been out of dental school 

for a month and hadn’t been trained to use the scan-

ner. She saw someone use it once and quickly real-

ized it worked just like an intraoral camera and was 

able to take the scan on her own. 

Q: What are the main benefi ts? 

Dr. Delrose: Patient compliance increases because they 

don’t have to worry about gagging. It also saves time. 

When you use digital impressions, restorations don’t 

take any time to deliver and they fi t perfectly. There’s 

no extra appointment for the patient. 

That also benefits the doctor. The CS 3600 is 

defi nitely a practice builder. You have more time 

in the schedule to see more patients. It also gener-

ates new patients. I had a patient in last week who 

started coming to the practice because his neighbor 

told him about our amazing technology. 

Once you start taking digital impressions it makes 

you a better dentist. You can blow up the images 

30 times on the computer and see everything. If you 

need to take another image there’s no money or time 

lost. You just re-prep and take another scan. 

Q: What other features make the CS 3600 stand out? 

Dr. Delrose: The biggest thing is mobility. Also, the 

software is really intuitive so anyone in the prac-

tice can use the scanner. The other nice thing is the 

Intelligent Matching System. Intelligent Matching 

means you can go from place to place and it puts it 

all together at the end. If I’m scanning and someone 

taps me on the shoulder to ask me a question, I can 

start the scan where I left off. It’s just amazing.

CARESTREAM DENTAL  |  800-944-6365  |  carestreamdental.com

CS 3600

Carestream Dental’s new intraoral scanner, the CS 3600, is 

designed to simplify the scanning process with high-speed, con-

tinuous scanning and full HD 3D images. The CS 3600 also fea-

tures an Intelligent Matching System that allows users to freely fi ll 

in missing information for any area in the data set. Additionally, 

the broad 13 mm scanning range is engineered to allow users to 

capture scans in a way that feels most natural to them. The CS 

3600 also comes with two rounded, interchangeable tips in dif-

ferent orientations so users can capture scans in hard-to-reach 

areas while considering patient comfort.

DR. DANIEL DELROSE

Ellenton, Florida

http://www.carestreamdental.com/
http://www.carestreamdental.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


Because we’re not born with robotic arms

MADE EASY FOR YOU

To make dental scanning easy, we could have built the  
world’s first automatic, clearance controlled high-speed  
bionic appendage. Instead we packed it all into our new  
CS 3600 to make acquiring digital impressions easier for you.

Explore more at  
carestreamdental.com/CS3600

© Carestream Health, Inc. 2016. 13967 DE CS 3600 AD 0716

The power of this

Packed into this

Interested?  Circle Product Card No.19
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“... members are proud to be part of an 
organization with such a clear vision.”

Q: How has the CDS changed with the times to 

ensure the best opportunities for its members?

A: One of the things we continuously look at is 

the changing demographics of our profession. We 

engage with members and non-members to lead a 

path through the changing environment of the dental 

practice. We try to understand what the new dentist 

wants from membership and what services they most 

likely need, and have gained insight from our more 

seasoned members as well. We work hard to stay 

nimble so that we can still maneuver the ship in the 

rapidly changing waters of the health care industry.

Q: How do you ensure that the Midwinter Meeting 

“stays fresh” and keeps its place as a “must-attend” 

event for dental professionals?

A: Being the leader in scientific dental meetings in 

the country, the Chicago Dental Society Midwin-

ter Meeting is a well-planned and well-organized 

yearly event that I truly believe is a “must-attend.” 

Premier speakers are chosen to provide attendees 

with a wide variety of lectures and hands-on learn-

ing opportunities. Special events featuring some of 

the finest talents are also planned. The Midwinter 

Meeting also offers the best exhibition in dentistry. 

Last year, we featured more than 700 exhibitors. 

Exhibitors display the latest equipment, materials 

and products for the attendees to see, touch and 

order. The results have spoken for themselves, with 

an average attendance of nearly 30,000. 

Each year following the meeting, a very detailed 

critique process takes place so that each aspect of 

the meeting can be continually improved. 

Q: With all of the online opportunities for education, 

what are some of the challenges you have faced with 

in-person education?

A: It could be assumed that the younger generation 

would be more likely to want online-based educa-

tion. We have introduced classes specifically for the 

new dentist, sort of a new dentist track, so there is 

something specific for their interests. We also host 

a New Dentist Reception during the Midwinter 

Meeting. Although the younger generation is well 

connected electronically, they still desire the face-to-

face interaction that classroom learning and social-

izing can provide. And I think that is even truer for 

that slightly seasoned generation. No matter how 

convenient we find electronic learning, our needs 

still come back to a face-to-face connection with a 

speaker and our colleagues.

Q: What are some of the latest happenings with the 

CDS Foundation?

A: The Chicago Dental Society Foundation, formed 

in 2007, has become the true philanthropic arm of 

CDS. One of its most significant accomplishments is 

the CDS Foundation Clinic in Wheaton, Illinois. The 

clinic treats the needs of the underserved in the Chi-

cago area. The clinic is filling a void felt throughout 

Chicagoland by providing high quality dentistry for 

a much deserving population of patients. 

The CDS Foundation provides grants for dental 

education programs, and also organizes oral health 

awareness campaigns and a variety of outreach pro-

grams. I am personally very proud of what the CDS 

Foundation stands for and have been a contributor 

from its onset. We have all been very blessed to be 

a part of this profession and I know a great many 

give back in whatever way they can. The CDS Foun-

dation is a wonderful vehicle through which much 

good can be done.

Q: What are some of the goals for CDS for the rest of 

this year and beyond?

A: A very important goal for CDS is to maintain rel-

evance. Through continual evaluation and improve-

ment, we maintain the ability to respond rapidly to 

the needs of our membership. 

As member demographics continue to change, 

practice styles evolve and technology advances, we 

need to keep an ever-sharp eye on the importance 

of member connectedness. It is the human touch 

that makes us successful as practitioners. And it is 

that same touch that we need to nurture each other 

as fellow dentists. 

Through our nine branches, our Society’s way to 

offer more local influence, we stay connected with 

monthly branch meetings and social events. We 

make a point to invite new dentists in the branch 

and dental students to branch meetings, as well as 

introduce them to fellow members. We also offer 

social events such as our New Dentists Rooftop 

Reception as a way of reaching out to both non-

members and members we haven’t seen in a while.

Q: What’s the one thing you’re most proud of when 

it comes to CDS?

A: The Society’s desire to continually improve itself, 

as well as the overwhelming support of our member 

volunteers. We have strong board leadership and a 

solid foundation formed by a committee structure 

that evaluates and directs the activities of the Soci-

ety. And we have the most committed staff in the 

profession that keeps it focused. With that many 

eyes on the target, one would think we could get 

pushed off course. But our strength is the Society’s 

mission to be a leader in the profession that keeps 

everyone pulling in the right direction. 

Q: What’s the one thing you’re most proud of regard-

ing the Midwinter Meeting?

A: I’m proud of the continued success of our meet-

ing and the unending willingness of our volunteers 

to put in the hard work necessary to create it. The 

2017 Midwinter Meeting is its 152nd year. To be 

successful for so long, everyone involved—both past 

and present—should feel an overwhelming sense of 

pride. We are truly blessed and honored with its 

success, and proud to be “The Respected Leader in 

Scientific Dental Meetings.”

CHICAGO DENTAL SOCIETY  |  312-836-7300  |  cds.org

CDS Midwinter Meeting

Come back to Chicago Feb. 23-25, 2017 for the 152nd 

Midwinter Meeting. Hosted by the Chicago Dental 

Society, the meeting features three days of lectures, 

demonstrations and participation courses coinciding 

with three days of commercial exhibits —all under one 

roof in Chicago’s McCormick Place West Building.

Registration begins Nov. 1 at cds.org. Find more 

information leading up to the meeting by following the 

Chicago Dental Society on Facebook and Twitter.

DR. PHILIP FIJAL

CDS President-elect

FEATURED MEETING

http://www.cds.org/
http://www.cds.org/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


Block off your schedule today!
Be sure to join us in the world class city of Chicago FEBRUARY 23-25, 2017,

for the 152nd CDS Midwinter Meeting, featuring three days of more than 200

educational courses, valuable hands-on learning, Live Patient Demonstrations,

staff teambuilding and over 700 exhibiting companies. FIND INFO ABOUT

THE 152ND MIDWINTER MEETING AT ON.CDS.ORG/STD17DPR.

CHICAGO DENTAL SOCIETY
THE RESPECTED LEADER IN SCIENTIFIC DENTAL MEETINGSSM

Save the Date
FEBRUARY 23 – 25, 2017
M I D W I N T E R M E E T I N G , C H I C A G O

2017 MIDWINTER MEETING ONLINE REGISTRATION OPENS NOVEMBER 1,  2016

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 20
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“Our commitment to innovation comes to life in 
how we work with and service our customers ... ”
Q: What drives your commitment to innovation?

3M: Our commitment to innovation comes to life in 

how we work with and service our customers in den-

tistry and orthodontics. When we’re successful, we 

make people healthier, happier and more confident. 

3M Oral Care has received the Most Innovative Com-

pany in the Dental Industry honor from the Anaheim 

Group for more than a decade (11 years running). 

That’s a testament to what 3M excels at—applying 

science to help keep people healthy. Every day, we 

explore new ways to impact lives, as we consistently 

pursue new product and process innovations with a 

focus on promoting lifelong oral health. 

Q: Is there an overall guiding principle behind product 

and technology evolution in the past five to 10 years? 

3M: At 3M, we also know that science is just science, 

until you make it do something; change something; 

improve something. There’s more to innovation than just 

new technology. You have to listen to your customers 

and then apply your innovative spirit to real-world chal-

lenges. We believe the right science applied the right way 

touches people worldwide, generating breakthroughs 

that make lives better, easier, and more complete. Sci-

ence is in our DNA. We are a company of curious minds 

and problem solvers working together to meet the needs 

of our customers and the world around us. 

Q: How do you decide where to put your developmental 

energies? Do you look to industry trends, or do you stay 

ahead of the game and anticipate what is needed? 

3M: We decide how to direct our R&D engines by 

staying true to our core beliefs, most of which center 

around making our customers’ jobs faster, easier and 

better. If you create products that eliminate steps 

from a procedure, you’re maximizing efficiency. If 

those same products are of a quality that brings the 

treatment to a higher level, then you’re really getting 

somewhere. Naturally, our first and best source of 

what to develop next is our consistent communica-

tion with our customers. If they are facing challenges 

in deciding what cement or impression material is 

right for them, we create a guide to outline the ben-

efits of each. If they want a particular level of polish 

on their direct restorations, but don’t want messy 

steps, we develop a polishing wheel that does just 

that. We listen. We process. We analyze. We create. 

Of course, not all innovation stems from prod-

ucts. 3M has been heavily involved in shining a light 

on gray market activity in recent years. When we 

talk about the gray market, we are talking about 

products sold through an unsecured supply chain. 

3M has implemented comprehensive measures 

within its business processes to prevent diversion 

and counterfeiting, essentially minimizing the 

incentives for gray market sales. We proactively 

monitor gray market sales, catch unauthorized 

products and then stop them at the source. We seek 

legal and regulatory actions to deter illegitimate 

dealers. Finally, we make it a priority to educate 

our customers, authorized distributors and their 

employees about the danger the gray market poses 

to all of us. The bottom line is that gray market 

products put patient safety at risk, and it is up to 

the entire industry – manufacturers, distributors 

and individual dentists and labs to do their part to 

keep patients safe. By working together, we can all 

help protect the integrity of the industry that we’ve 

worked so hard to build.

Q: What products and procedures are you particularly  

excited about?

3M: The direct restorative products have a couple 

of excellent stories to tell. They offer esthetics 

headlined by Filtek™ Supreme Ultra Universal 

Restorative – and efficiency, with Filtek™ Bulk Fill 

Restorative. Our indirect procedure team focuses 

on choosing and using the appropriate tempori-

zation, cements and impression materials (check 

out the Easy Cement Guide and the Impression 

Materials Troubleshooting Guide) highlighted by 

Imprint™ 4 Impression Materials and RelyX™ 

Cements. The 3M™ True Definition Scanner brings 

accurate, affordable digital technology to the fore-

front of the dental practice. And, our preventive line 

of products provide a continuum of care. 

Q: Tell us something else about 3M Oral Care.

3M: With its commitment to improving lives through 

science, 3M continues to improve on its own inno-

vations. The maker of countless award-winning 

products, under such brands as Filtek™, RelyX™ 

and Scotchbond™, 3M’s breakthrough innovations 

are often sourced from within its own walls. Inter-

disciplinary collaborations have inspired many of 

3M’s greatest innovations in the industry, including 

pioneering the use of zirconia restorative materials and 

introducing nanotechnology for enhanced esthetics 

and strength in universal restorative material. 

3M ORAL CARE  |  800-634-2249  |  3m.com/oralcare

RelyX Cements

3M’s line of cements deliver proven 

solutions for every cementation need. 

The RelyX™ line includes resin cements, 

veneer cements, resin-modified glass ion-

omer cements and temporary cements.

Preventive Family

Vanish™ 5% Sodium Fluoride White Varnish 

with Tri-Calcium Phosphate flows better 

and reaches areas traditional varnishes may 

miss, while Clinpro™ 5000 1.1% Sodium 

Fluoride Anti-Cavity Toothpaste delivers 

optimum fluoride to the tooth. 

True Definition Scanner 

The consistently accurate scanner features 

a small wand, making scanning faster, 

easier and more comfortable for patients 

and dentists. Unlike “closed” systems, its 

digital impression files can be used with 

any system that accepts STL files.

Direct Procedure Efficiency

Simplify your day with faster, easier, pos-

terior restorations - featuring Filtek™ Bulk 

Fill Restorative, Scotchbond™ Universal 

Adhesive and Elipar™ S10 Curing Light. 

http://www.3m.com/oralcare
http://www.3m.com/oralcare
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


There are things in life worth sharing … 
and now, her smile can be one of them. 
Restore with beautifully strong 
Filtek™ Supreme Ultra Universal 
Restorative—and polish with the 
Sof-Lex™ Diamond Polishing System. 
Together, they can produce a diamond 
paste-like gloss with the convenience 
of a rubberized system. Oh, don’t be 
surprised if word of your great work 
gets around … because she shares 
everything she thinks is amazing.

www.3M.com/EstheticRestorations

A beautiful smile 
she can’t wait to share.

3M, ESPE, Filtek and Sof-Lex are trademarks of 3M or 3M Deutschland GmbH. 
Used under license in Canada. © 3M 2016. All rights reserved.

Filtek™ Supreme Ultra Universal 

Restorative polished with Sof-Lex™

Diamond Polishing System (left) vs. TPH 

Spectra® Universal Composite polished 

with Enhance® Finishing System and 

PoGo® Polishing System (right).

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 21
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“The main reason I use CORE-FLO DC LITE is 
because this material sets up like a rock.”

Here’s DPR’s Q&A with Dr. Joseph Kim, DDS, 

JD, FAGD, FICOI, a general and implant dentist 

in Sugar Grove, Illinois, about his experience with 

CORE-FLO DC LITE.

Q: What qualities do doctors want in a core build-up 

material?

A: The most important quality in any restorative 

material is predictability. For a core build-up mate-

rial, this translates to consistency of preparation, 

strength and durability, and color. Of these, the 

ability to consistently execute an excellent prep 

—especially at the junction of the dentin and the 

core build-up material—is one of the most coveted 

features. The phrase, “cuts like dentin” is often 

used, but I have yet to fi nd any material, other than 

dentin, that cuts like dentin. Rather, I have found 

that materials which approach the physical proper-

ties of highly fi lled composite resins result in my 

most consistent preparations. Regarding strength 

and durability, it must be mentioned that an opti-

mal adhesive bonding agent is necessary to realize 

the full potential of core retention and resistance to 

direct and off-axis loads. Unfortunately, over the 

years, many clinicians, myself included, have found 

this out the hard way.

Q: Why do you prefer CORE-FLO DC LITE for your 

build-up needs?

A: The main reason I use CORE-FLO DC LITE is 

because this material sets up like a rock. It’s actu-

ally pretty shocking the fi rst time you use it, to see 

something resembling a medium- to high-viscosity 

fl owable composite turn into such a hard material. 

Prepping it with diamonds is very similar to cut-

ting into highly fi lled composite resins, and it cuts 

smoothly but with a very real tactile resistance. 

This provides the appropriate feedback my hand 

needs to advance the handpiece with confi dence. 

Weaker core materials seem to cut more like but-

ter and nothing at all like dentin. Unintentional 

gouges in the prep are a thing of the past. This level 

of hardness in CORE-FLO DC LITE can only be a 

good thing for transferring the forces of mastication 

down the long axis of the tooth. The other reason I 

like it is that it effortlessly conforms to the shape of 

my matrix. It takes a little getting used to, but the 

self-leveling feature seems to minimize any signifi -

cant air inclusions.

Q: What can you do with CORE-FLO DC LITE that 

was diffi cult or impossible with other brands?

A: In all honesty, I don’t use this product because I 

can’t get the job done with something else. I use it 

because it is a superior product. I can prepare teeth 

with greater confi dence due to the tactile feedback, 

I no longer have huge divots in the core build-up and 

my preps look tighter. The fact that my in-house 

lab technician can’t tell the difference between 

all-dentin preps and preps with CORE-FLO DC 

LITE, even under magnifi cation, speaks volumes. 

The icing on the cake is that it sets up super fast 

in self-cure mode, which I prefer over light curing 

whenever possible, in order to minimize marginal 

stresses.

Q: What would you tell someone who is happy with 

their current build-up product to get them to try 

CORE-FLO DC LITE?

A: In our suboptimal dental economy, clinicians 

cannot afford to redo or otherwise worry about 

what is essentially the foundation for many of our 

crown and bridge preparations. I realize that core 

build-up materials suffer from an out-of-sight, out-

of-mind mentality, but it’s hard to ignore it when a 

patient comes in with a “loose crown” with the core 

still attached to it. Too often the weakest link in our 

crown and bridge work is not predictable.

If you’re absolutely happy with your current 

material and getting completely predictable results 

with it, don’t change. But if you know the feeling of 

inadvertently cutting a groove into your core mate-

rial, or you’re taking forever to create a smooth 

curve at the line angle, or you’ve had the core fall 

out when you’re removing the temp, or you’re hav-

ing issues with bubbles, CORE-FLO DC LITE will 

deliver a tangible level of predictability to your 

crown and bridge practice. 

BISCO  |  800-247-3368  |  bisco.com

DR. JOSEPH KIM, DDS, 
JD, FAGD, FICOI

Sugar Grove, Illinois

FEATURED PRODUCT

CORE-FLO DC LITE
CORE-FLO DC LITE is a dual-cured, radiopaque, 

fl uoride-containing core material. CORE-FLO DC LITE 

is indicated for core build-up, post cementation and as 

a dentin-replacement material. It is a self-leveling low 

viscosity material said to be perfect for cases where 

a band may be required, lower viscosity is desired or 

initial subgingival margins are present and not visible 

(e.g. fractured cusp). CORE-FLO DC LITE’s compres-

sive and fl exural strength is designed to offer the 

clinician reliability and durability when fabricating direct 

restorations.

“ “     The fact that my in-house lab technician 
can’t tell the difference between all-dentin 
preps and preps with CORE-FLO DC LITE, even 
under magnifi cation, speaks volumes.
— DR. JOSEPH KIM

http://www.bisco.com/
http://www.bisco.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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“The Genius system places together the safety 
of reciprocation and effi ciency of rotation.”

Q: What inspired you to develop and create the tech-

nology behind the Endo-Eze Genius Motor and Files?

Dr. Ramos: As an endodontist and professor, I was 

always looking to simplify the endodontic tech-

nique. We know the classic endodontic instrumen-

tation technique with hand fi les is time consuming 

and very unpredictable, especially when you don’t 

specialize in endodontic treatments. Plus, it was 

very diffi cult to enchant my undergraduate students 

with some of the current techniques available. Hand 

instrumentation takes time and is hard to control. 

On the other hand, all the engine-driven techniques 

have downsides. Rotary instrumentation can create 

a nightmare of broken fi les due to achieving fatigue 

of the instrument very fast; oscillation is safer, but 

takes time and the fi nal shape is not tapered enough 

to provide nice cleaning and obturation; and a 

single fi le technique doesn’t fulfi ll the endodontic 

fundamentals of properly enlarging the fi nal mil-

limeters of the apex. So we created a simple, two-

instrument sequence that first uses asymmetric 

reciprocation movement to open space safely and 

then uses rotation to remove debris. Plus, we are 

able to enlarge the apical third without overfl aring 

the canal with a super tapered instrument, giving 

the maximum taper possible without removing 

sound dentin unnecessarily.

Q: What sets this system apart from other engine-

driven systems in the market?

Dr. Ramos: Pretty much everything! Basically what 

we have now are rotary or reciprocation systems. 

Rotary systems use a full rotation movement that is 

dangerous due to torsional and cyclic fatigue. Even 

when they use different designs and NiTi thermo-

treated fi les, rotary systems are not safe enough to 

guarantee the file will not break during the pro-

cedure, especially at the curvature level. On the 

other hand, reciprocating movement is used only 

in a technique that proposes the use of merely one 

instrument for all instrumentation, which appears 

to not be suffi cient to fulfi ll the goals of a complete 

shaping. With the Genius system, the operator takes 

advantage of the safety of asymmetric reciprocation 

movement, which avoids overstressing the fi le, using 

the fi nal proper diameter with the second and fi nal 

fi le. Plus, with the same fi le, the operator can use 

the rotary movement to remove debris. It is the only 

fi le designed to be used both in reciprocation and 

rotation. It’s a matter of starting with reciprocation 

to open space safely and then fi nishing in rotation 

to appropriately remove debris. 

Q: What makes the Endo-Eze Genius system such an 

important tool in your practice?

Dr. Ramos: It is important to have an instrumen-

tation system that allows you to shape the root 

canal under the endodontic principles. More than 

that, we need simplicity and safety when doing the 

instrumentation procedure. With a safer and less 

time-consuming technique, we will have more time 

to be dedicated to the irrigation process, which is 

even more important than the physical instrumenta-

tion. Nowadays more and more studies show the 

importance of the volume of irrigants during the 

irrigation procedure.

Q: Is this a system that GPs looking to get more 

involved in endodontics should consider? If so, why?

Dr. Ramos: I really think that both GPs and endo-

dontists will notice that simplicity is the ultimate 

sophistication. The Genius system is based on safety 

and effi ciency, resulting in a simple and easy-to-

understand system. Asymmetric reciprocation is 

not new in the endodontic arena. Dr. James Roane 

came with the balanced force technique in the 80s, 

and his techniques were exhaustively studied and 

showed excellent results. Studies show that asym-

metric reciprocation movement can double the time 

it takes an NiTi fi le to fracture. With the new elec-

tric micro stepper motors being used in endodon-

tics, we can set the angles of rotation in clockwise 

and counterclockwise directions. This opens a vast 

range of possibilities regarding the best approach 

for using asymmetric reciprocation. Our job was 

to test various fi le designs to identify the safest and 

most effi cient range of angles and speeds. After a 

lot of work, we came with a very simple two-fi le 

technique that resulted in a dual-action fi le—this 

means the operator can use reciprocation and 

rotation without changing the fi les or motor. Of 

course in complicated anatomies the expertise of 

an endodontist will be necessary to create different 

solutions, but that’s exactly what makes a difference 

between the two professionals.

Q: How have products such as the Endo-Eze Genius 

made it easier for clinicians to deliver better, more 

predictable care to patients?

Dr. Ramos: That’s a very important point. The lat-

est research published in the Journal of Endodontics 

shows that 84 percent of GPs perform some level of 

endodontic treatment in their offi ces. Of this group, 

65 percent are using engine-driven instrumentation 

and NiTi fi les. In another survey, it was shown that 

training and education is the biggest differentiator in 

the decision-making process concerning engine-driven 

techniques. By offering Genius, we are offering safety, 

effi ciency and simplicity all in one instrumentation 

system. Ultradent also has a complete program of CE 

seminars with hands-on training on how to use the 

Genius system, so dentists understand how to use the 

system properly. 

ULTRADENT  |  888-230-1420  |  ultradent.com

DR. CARLOS A. SPIRONELLI 
RAMOS, DDS, MS, PHD 
(ENDODONTICS)

Endodontist, R&D Endodontic 
Segment Manager, Ultradent

Endo-Eze Genius system

The Endo-Eze Genius system is an endodontic system 

that gives you both the safety of reciprocation movement 

and the effi ciency of rotary movement. The Genius 

endodontic motor, contra-angle, and fi les are designed to 

work together as a complete system.

The Genius endodontic motor is designed for recip-

rocating and rotary fi les. An adaptable, easy-to-use 

motor, it is perfect for any endodontic procedure. The 

Genius motor has various torque settings and quiet, 

smooth, adjustable speeds. The auto-stop settings 

interrupt movement when a set torque limit is reached 

to help prevent fi le separation.

The Genius 8:1 contra-angle is designed to work with 

the Genius motor. This contra-angle enables endodontic 

fi les to reach the required speeds for any procedure.

Genius fi les are compatible with both reciprocating 

and rotating movement, providing safety and effi ciency 

during every endodontic procedure. We recommend 

using the Genius fi les with the Genius endodontic 

motor, which has pre-programmed settings designed 

specifi cally for Genius fi les.

FEATURED PRODUCT

http://www.ultradent.com/
http://www.ultradent.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


Before wearing  

UltraFit tray in  

the mouth UltraFit tray after 

just 10 minutes 

in the mouth

With no impressions or custom trays necessary, 

Opalescence Go is ready to use right out of the 

package! The comfortable, adaptable UltraFit™ pre-filled 

tray provides molar-to-molar coverage, and quickly 

adjusts to any smile.

800.552.5512 | ultradent.com

© 2016 Ultradent Products, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

BRIGHT SMILE, READY TO GO

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 23

http://www.ultradent.com/
http://www.ultradent.com/
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“New, breakthrough design 
in ergonomic loupes.”
An ADA survey found 80 percent of dentists report 

work-related pain. This chronic pain not only 

affects the day-to-day performance by dental team 

members —it can also shorten careers. This is why 

the use of ergonomically designed loupes is critical 

to clinicians. And that’s where SurgiTel can help.

Since 1993, SurgiTel has been innovating in the 

field of clinical vision technology. Their unique 

loupes, headlights and other optical accessories 

provide clinicians with the enhanced vision and 

ergonomics to help them work better. They achieve 

this through their unique patented designs which 

meet clinical ergonomic requirements. SurgiTel is 

located in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Why this is all so important
Improperly designed or fi tted loupes with shallow 

declination angles (DA) can force users to exces-

sively tilt their head, creating serious ergonomic 

problems such as eye strain, headaches, neck pain/

injury and upper back pain/injury.

Improperly designed LED headlights may distort 

the color of objects and even damage the eye due 

to excessive blue light. Before purchasing loupes, 

you owe it to yourself to understand the ergonomic 

issues related to using loupes and the eye safety 

issues related to using LED lights.

The new Ergo Max Loupe brings together high-
power magnifi cation, ergonomics and comfort
Not all frames used with loupes were developed 

for loupes. Many traditional loupes with “adapted 

frames” cannot achieve true custom DAs for the 

best working postures, which is the main cause of 

chronic neck pain.

SurgiTel’s new Ergo Max frames allow Through-

The-Lens (TTL) Loupes to be built with a wide 

range of custom DAs in order to prevent or alleviate 

chronic neck pain. The Ergo Max frames have been 

developed by SurgiTel specifi cally for ergonomic 

loupes and can mount all magnifi cation levels (2.5x 

to 8.0x).

Early evaluations by clinicians describe Ergo 

Max as being “a very big deal” and that it “will be 

transforming the health of dentists and surgeons 

worldwide.” With adjustable Front-Lens-Mounted 

(FLM) Loupes, you can customize your declination 

angle at any time to meet the ergonomic need for 

any procedures.

Dr. Darryl Hatchett’s experience:
In the last three years I developed increasing pain 

in my anterior neck and shoulder. I saw a physi-

cal therapist and was given exercises to help me 

work on my scalene muscles which had become 

aggravated with the heavy loupes and an exces-

sive forward head tilt. The exercises would help 

me through the weekends, but once I was back at 

work with my loupes on, the pain would start all 

over again. I was very eager to get help with the 

discomfort I was having. Tim, the SurgiTel rep, 

came in and showed me various loupes. I decided 

on the Micro Prism 4.5x Front-Lens-Mounted 

loupes. Tim showed me how to customize my 

loupes, including adjusting the declination angle. 

It only took about a week for the pain to decrease 

in my anterior neck and shoulder. I feel that this is 

due to the increase in declination angle and how 

much lighter the SurgiTel FLM’s were than my old 

Orascoptic TTL’s. I measured the declination angle 

of my loupes to compare: My SurgiTel’s are 47 

degrees and my Orascoptic’s were only 28 degrees. 

I can also easily change end caps on the loupes to 

increase or decrease the working distance if I so 

desire—yet another great feature.

I am very happy with my new SurgiTel FLM 

loupes. I feel that SurgiTel is way ahead of the game 

in ergonomic features. The extremely light weight 

and easily customizable features are much better 

than other brands in the overall comfort of the prac-

titioner. At different times in the past three years, 

I have wondered if I would have to change careers 

due to too much pain. Thanks to SurgiTel, I no lon-

ger have to worry—or go see a physical therapist!

SURGITEL  |  800-959-0153  |  surgitel.com

Correct posture with ergonomic loupesMounts high-power Keplarian loupesCustom declination angles

DR. DARRYL L. HATCHETT, DDS

Denver, North Carolina

http://www.surgitel.com/
http://www.surgitel.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


Ergo Max Loupes

N
EW New frame design for 

Maximum Ergonomic Angles at all Magnification Levels 
(2.5x to 8.0x)

SurgiTel
www.SurgiTel.com1-800-959-0153

®

Vision & Ergonomics 
at Work

Contact your Local Representative NOW 
for an In-Office Demonstration!

www.SurgiTel.com/MyRep          1-800-959-0153

“At different times in the past 3 years I have wondered if I would have to change 

careers due to too much pain. Thanks to SurgiTel I no longer have to worry. It 

is a nice change to not have to include a physical therapy appointment on the 

calendar every time I have a day off. This is thanks to SurgiTel.”

Darryl Hatchett, DDS

STOP Neck Pain!

Traditional Designs SurgiTel Loupes

SurgiTel Loupes help you look down, so your neck can stay up!

Introducing NEW Ergo Max Loupes

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 24
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“[The Z.O.B.E. system] truly helps to 
reduce the time you waste ...”

Getting organized is the key efficiency at your prac-

tice and ZIRC has developed a system to customize 

the best products it has to offer along with consulta-

tion with an efficiency expert.

We recently spoke with Dr. Lori Trost, DMD, 

about the advantages of the Z.O.B.E. system and 

how it has positively impacted her practice.

Q: How did you first find out about Z.O.B.E.?

Dr. Trost: Our office has been using several ZIRC 

products—the Crystal HD mirrors along with 

Mirror Magic. As we were going through their 

catalogue we noticed this neat organizational 

system—Z.O.B.E. (ZIRC’s Organizational Box of 

Efficiency). We were all intrigued, so we tried it. It 

was easy to implement, made sense, and saves time.

Q: Can you describe in detail how the Z.O.B.E. con-

cept works?

Dr. Trost: This system helps offices boost their effi-

ciency and streamline their inventory by provid-

ing procedural, color-coded tubs that bring your 

needed materials chairside. Each procedural tub has 

been specifically designed to offer the “right stor-

age space”—slots and compartments for the dental 

products we use daily. This system keeps your mate-

rials centralized and inventory more streamlined. It 

truly helps to reduce the time you waste looking for 

something that’s misplaced, hidden in a drawer, or 

lost in another operatory. Every time you leave the 

operatory—you lose time and money, and appear 

un-organized. Z.O.B.E. keeps us focused!

Q: What benefits did you realize from using Z.O.B.E. 

at your practice?

Dr. Trost: Our practice has found three main benefits 

from utilizing the Z.O.B.E. system:

We all know that time is money and organization 

promotes efficiency. One of our main practice goals 

is to spend as much time chairside with the patient. 

The Z.O.B.E. system helps us achieve that daily. By 

being more organized and prepared, we can provide 

more focused and intentional customer service we 

strive for.

Z.O.B.E. saves us time and money. Our inven-

tory is streamlined and centralized, which in turn 

helps us with ordering and expiration dates, etc. 

Our dental assistants truly love the level of order it 

brings to their restorative world!

This system also brings the highest level of readiness 

to a practice—especially for a multi-doctor/hygienist 

practice. By adding the color-coded bands to the set-

ups and procedures, you are able to create customized 

dental toolkits that everyone can figure out!

Q: What is the single most important thing to know 

about Z.O.B.E.?

Dr. Trost: This system offers each practice and den-

tal health care professionals within the practice to 

completely customize their materials’ storage and 

accessibility, while reducing contamination and 

improving efficiency. By identifying what materials 

you use, organizing them, and then safely storing 

them—you have created a win-win in productivity.

Q: What types of items are sent in the Z.O.B.E. 

package?

Dr. Trost: Colored procedural tubs are the founda-

tion for Z.O.B.E. These tubs have been designed 

with specific compartments that provide ultimate 

and easy access for dental materials we use in a 

variety of procedures. Also, ZIRC is kind enough 

to provide a complimentary consultation to help 

you figure out just what you need and how to use it!

Q: For what size practice is the Z.O.B.E. system 

best-suited?

Dr. Trost: This system can be implemented in any 

kind of practice—small, large, busy, even part-time. 

Z.O.B.E. will help you and your team achieve a new 

level of systemized readiness and standardization 

unique to your practice.

ZIRC  |  800-328-3899  |  ZIRC.com

Z.O.B.E. system 

The ZIRC Organizational Box of Efficiency (Z.O.B.E.) is a box of over 25 of ZIRC’s 

top-selling products designed to boost the organizational efficiency of your practice. 

It ships to your practice at NO COST (Free Z.O.B.E. Free Shipping. Free Return). Your 

whole team can have fun exploring the products and figuring out how best to use 

them in your practice. While you’re exploring the contents of the Z.O.B.E. system, 

your ZIRC efficiency expert will consult with you and listen to your and your team’s 

needs. Your ZIRC expert will then review the amount of patient flow for each proce-

dure, and you’ll receive a custom plan that’s right for your practice. Plus, if you ship 

Z.O.B.E. back within one week, you’ll receive 20 percent off your order! 

DR. LORI TROST, DMD

Owner, Dr. Lori Trost Smiles of 
Distinction, Columbia, Illinois

http://www.ZIRC.com/
http://www.ZIRC.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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Introducing

New EZGlide door and locking device Front or top water fill

Closed door drying

New EZ View
3” x 2.5”
multi-color display

 Best in class 2 year parts
& labor warranty

   Available in EZ11Plus with 5 trays
and EZ9Plus with 3 trays

Designed to meet the most current sterilization standards ANSI/AAMI ST55

THE NEXT GENERATION OF TUTTNAUER STERILIZERS 

EZPLUS FULLY AUTOMATIC STERILIZERS

1925-2015

<($56

Tel: (800) 624 5836, (631) 737 4850 Email: info@tuttnauerUSA.com, www.tuttnauerUSA.com

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 26
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[ WEB EXCLUSIVES ]

The winners are in, and Dr. John Flucke takes a look at who 

took home the award this year, along with a glimpse at what 

the dental industry needs to do to continue innovating.

by Dr. John Flucke 

 http://bit.ly/1UndMIV

Axsys Incorporated, known as a CAD/CAM manufacturer 

for the dental industry, has announced it has entered into 

a Reseller Agreement with DWS Systems, which manu-

factures 3D printers and 3D printing materials.

compiled by the DPR Editorial Team 

 http://bit.ly/1O5XDYM 

2016 Best of Class Technology Award winners 
announced 

Axsys announces new 3D printing options

VIDEO

At this year’s CDA South conference and 

trade show, we caught up with Dentrix’s 

Michael Fillmore and he told us all about 

how the Dentrix Connected platform can 

change the game for practice management.

 http://bit.ly/28Px9GY

The benefi ts of Dentrix Connected 
[Sponsored]

Log on to DentalProductsReport.com for up-to-date product 
news and our exclusive content

ADDITIONAL CONTENT ONLINE

  PRODUCT ROUNDUP

THE BEST IN ORAL 
CANCER AND CARIES 
DETECTION 
A snapshot of some of the leading 
oral detection options on the 
market. 

  BENCHMARK

OPALESCENCE GO 
A look at a pediatric case shows 
how much this product (from 
Ultradent) can change a life. 

  DOUBLE TAKE 

“THE PERFORMANCE 
IS ... SUPERIOR ...” 
One clinician tells us what he 
thinks about the MASTERmatic 
handpieces from KaVo. 

[ IN THIS SECTION ]

Inclusive® Tapered Implant
The Inclusive Tapered Implant is now available 

in a 3.2 mm diameter. The new implant size 

incorporates a narrow-diameter apex and was 

designed to ease positioning in areas of limited 

anatomical space. With the latest addition, the 

Inclusive Tapered Implant is now available in 

3.2 mm, 3.7 mm, 4.2 mm, 4.7 mm and 5.2 

mm diameters. The new 3.2-mm-diameter 

implant includes a 3.0 mm prosthetic platform, 

a design feature engineered to increase 

soft-tissue thickness at the abutment-implant 

connection, which can facilitate crestal bone 

preservation. Featuring an industry-standard, 

internally hexed conical connection, the 

implant is compatible with popular prosthetic 

components and instrumentation.

Glidewell Dental

800-854-7256  |  glidewelldental.com 

CIRCLE RS #27
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http://www.glidewelldental.com/
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[ CUSTOM IMPRESSION TRAYS ]

CHAIRSIDE Massad® Edentulous 

Low Temp Impression Trays
CHAIRSIDE Massad Edentulous Low Temp Impression Trays are moldable 

stock impression trays that allow superior full-arch impressions with as much 

detail as a custom tray. The Massad Technique, using CHAIRSIDE Multiple 

Viscosity impression materials, in combination with these impression trays, 

has been used all around the world to achieve accurate detailed denture 

impressions ideal for use in fabricating LOCATOR® Overdentures.  

ZEST Anchors 

800-262-2310  |  zestanchors.com 

CIRCLE RS #28

[ AT-HOME WHITENING ]

Cavex Bite&White ABC Masterkit
Designed to make it easier for practices to provide whitening services to 

patients concerned about excessive sensitivity, unnaturally white teeth, or 

high cost, the Cavex Bite&White ABC Masterkit features a synergistic three-

step process that dramatically reduces sensitivity while providing a natural 

white smile at an affordable price. Dentists can use the kit as an at-home 

means of supplementing in-offi ce whitening, or as a convenient, time-

saving alternative to in-offi ce whitening, with minimal staff training required.

Cavex

31 (0)23 530 77 00  |  cavex.nl/en/

CIRCLE RS #29

[ CAD/CAM ]

CEREC® AF with Omnicam
Designed to help CEREC practices expand their digital footprints, the CEREC 

AF confi guration brings Omnicam technology to additional operatories. The 

solution allows a practice with an existing CEREC system to move an Omnicam 

between operatories and connect it to tablets and other computers. This solu-

tion’s features include: camera tray is placed near patient; choice of monitor: 

treatment center, counter monitor, tablet; and camera can be moved to one 

operatory while allowing design and milling in another.

Dentsply Sirona

800-659-5977  |  dentsplysirona.com 

CIRCLE RS #30

[ ROTARY FILES ]

KontrolFlex™ NiTi rotary fi les
Equipped with patented new Controlled Memory technology, KontrolFlex 

NiTi rotary fi les are described as the ideal choice for challenging curved 

canals as well as hard-to-reach areas of the tooth due to calcifi cation. 

The Controlled Memory technology strengthens the properties to allow 

the fi les to be pre-curved yet highly resistant to cyclic fatigue, unlike other 

“Controlled Memory” fi les on the market that can experience a drastic 

reduction in cutting effi ciency as a result of softened metal. Designed with 

several performance-enhancing features, the fi les feature cutting effi ciency 

and safety for a powerfully precise yet minimally invasive performance.

Brasseler USA

800-841-4522  |  BrasselerUSA.com

CIRCLE RS #31

The trays can be formed 

and adapted in patients’ 

mouths in under a minute. 

http://zestanchors.com
http://cavex.nl/en/
http://dentsplysirona.com
http://BrasselerUSA.com
http://dentalproductsandreviews.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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[ SUPRA, SUBGINGIVAL BIOFILM REMOVAL ]

AIR-FLOW® Handy 3.0 PREMIUM
The newest addition to the Hu-Friedy EMS air polishing line, the AIR-

FLOW Handy 3.0 PREMIUM, is a portable unit that gives clinicians the 

best of both worlds by providing an effective method for both supra 

and subgingival biofi lm and stain removal, and is simply connected to 

the dental unit. The AIR-FLOW Therapy, along with AIR-FLOW PERIO 

Powder, is safe for tissue, enamel, root surfaces, ortho brackets, porce-

lain composite restorations, and even implants & implant abutments.

Hu-Friedy Mfg Co., LLC

800-Hu-Friedy   |  hu-friedy.com.

CIRCLE RS #32

[ POLISHERS ]

Zircon-Brite Finishers
The new pre-loaded Zircon-Brite ‘Finishers’ are designed for indi-

vidual patient use, provide a convenient polishing solution following 

any adjustment required during fi nal seating. Zircon-Brite has estab-

lished a new level of simplicity and effectiveness in polishing and 

sealing crowns following any required fi nal adjustments. Available in 

contra-angle or straight shanks.  

Dental Ventures of America

800-228-6696  |  dentalventures.com

CIRCLE RS #33

[ HD VIDEO SYSTEM ]

iOCam
DentLight recently released iOCam,an advanced miniature loupe-mounted HD 

camera that provides live video display and recording capability at 1280x720 

pixel resolution.When powered by iOCam’sWifi  batterypack, it becomes the only 

magnifi ed wireless camera with live video streaming capability to iPhone/iPad and 

computers. In addition to custom software, it is also compatible to regular imaging 

software such as DEXIS. With iOCam, case acceptance and documentation now 

becomes much easier since patients and staff can see from a doctor’s perspective 

at the same magnifi cation.

DentLight

800-763-6901  |  dentlight.com

CIRCLE RS #34

[ HANDPIECES ]

ProStyle
The ProStyle line of highspeed handpieces offers many advantages 

over the company’s prior models, including improved ergonomics 

and optics. The handpieces feature new solid-rod cellular optics for 

brighter, longer-lasting illumination, and the new ergonomically opti-

mized grip diameter and gentler handle bend radius reduces hand 

fatigue and provides better control. The super-smooth head profi les 

are said to allow fast, easy cleaning.

Lares Research

888-333-8440  |  laresdental.com

CIRCLE RS #35

Designed to be more 

comfortable and less messy 

than standard air polishers. 

http://hu-friedy.com
http://dentalventures.com
http://dentlight.com
http://laresdental.com
http://dentalproductsandreviews.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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[ TEMPORARY C&B MATERIAL ]

TEMPSMART™
TEMPSMART is an innovative, dual-cured, bis-acrylic composite 

temporary crown and bridge material using microfi lled resin (MFR) 

and nano-fi ller technologies. TEMPSMART is said to maintain a 

smooth surface after polishing because of this revolutionary combi-

nation. The high density polymer network for TEMPSMART makes it 

a strong material ideal for any sized provisional. 

GC America

800-323-7063  |  gcamerica.com

CIRCLE RS #36

[ OCCLUSAL RIM FORMER ]

Electric Occlusal Rim Former
Whip Mix’s Electric Occlusal Rim Former offers the technician, the 

dentist or the dental student the ability to create the ideal shape and 

size of occlusal (bite) rims made out of base plate without a fl ame. 

The small unit cleanly melts the wax with a variable temperature 

knob to address the melting point of any wax. In addition, the con-

venient paddle holder also comes complete with a cover to prevent 

burn injuries.

Whip Mix Corp. 

800-626-5651 |  whipmix.com

CIRCLE RS #37

[ PHOTOGRAPHY VIDEO ]

EyeSpecial C-II 
Shofu Dental has released an instructional video for its EyeSpecial C-II digital 

dental camera in multiple languages, including French, Portuguese and 

Spanish. This video will educate clinicians, dental staff and laboratory techni-

cians how to incorporate EyeSpecial C-II into their operatory or laboratory 

using the best clinical standards and techniques. The smart digital camera is 

intended for clinical photography, dental and orthodontic case documenta-

tion, lab collaboration, and patient communication and education.

Shofu Denal Corp.

800-827-4638  |  shofu.com

CIRCLE RS #38

[ RECALL CARDS ]

Dental Recall Cards 
The success or failure of a dental practice depends largely on patient 

recall. Staying connected with patients by utilizing Recall Cards is 

a key way to retain them. Offi ces can choose from several different 

types of Recall Cards, including a newly-expanded Semi-Custom 

line, as well as Custom and Pre-Designed options. All cards can be 

personalized with a practice logo and contact information at no cost.

SmartPractice

800-522-0800  |  smartpractice.com 

CIRCLE RS #39

Available in two delivery 

systems: 48 mL cartridges 

(1:1 ratio) and 10 mL syringes.

http://dentalproductsandreviews.com
http://gcamerica.com
http://whipmix.com
http://shofu.com
http://smartpractice.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


osteogenics.com | 888.796.1923

Osteogenics is the exclusive North American distributor of Resorba® dental sutures. Resorba® dental sutures are 

made from unique materials that are designed especially for dentistry, and they are available with black 300-series 

stainless steel needles that enhance visualization in the mouth.

YOU’RE A SPECIALIST.
BUT IS YOUR SUTURE?

Glycolon™ (PGA/PCL)

W �Absorbable monofilament

W �Maintains 50% tensile strength for 11-13 days

W �Sizes range from USP 4/0 to USP 6/0

W �Most Popular: 16 mm RC 3/8 circle 

 black needle – 5/0 USP

PGA Resorba™ (PGA)

W �Absorbable multifilament (coated)

W �Maintains 50% tensile strength for up to 21 days

W �Sizes range from USP 4/0 to USP 6/0

W �Most Popular: 18 mm RC 3/8 circle 

 needle – 4/0 USP

Resolon™ (Nylon)

W �Non-absorbable monofilament

W �Heat treated to increase softness and flexibility

W �Sizes range from USP 4/0 to USP 7/0

W �Most Popular: 16 mm RC 3/8 circle 

 black needle – 5/0 USP

Resolon Twist™ (Nylon)

W �Non-absorbable pseudo-monofilament

W �Coated pseudo-monofilament reduces drag

W �Sizes range from USP 3/0 to USP 4/0

W �Most Popular: 18 mm RC 3/8 circle 

 black needle – 4/0 USP

Osteogenics is the exclusive North American distributor of the premium German dental suture brand, Resorba®. 

Resorba® dental sutures are made from unique materials that are designed especially for dentistry, and they are 

available with black 300-series stainless steel needles that enhance visualization in the mouth.

are designed especially for dentistrtrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrrrrrrrtrrrrrtrrrry, and they are available with black 300-series

h American distributor of Resorba® deddedeeddeededeeeddededededededdeedeedeedeeedededdeddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd ntal sutures. Resorba® dental sutures are h American distributor of Resorba® dedededededeeddeedddeedeeeeeeeeeeeedeedeeededeeedededdeeddeeeddddddddddddddddddededddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd ntal sutures. Resorba® dental sutures a
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ce visualization in the mouth.ce aliz tion n the mouth.

h American distributor of the premium German dental suture brand, Resorba®.

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 40

http://www.osteogenics.com/
http://www.osteogenics.com/
http://www.resorba.com/
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ADVERTORIAL

SIROWORLD:

The Ultimate Dental Meeting 

L
imitless networking 

opportunities. Eleven 

specialized educational 

tracks. More than 100 

breakout sessions with 80+ 

clinical, marketing and busi-

ness educators. Gripping 

general sessions led by the 

industry’s elite and ardent 

entrepreneurial  icons. 

Unequivocally spectacular 

entertainment. 

There are a multitude of 

reasons why SIROWORLD, 

Dentsply Sirona’s new 

annual event, is the ultimate 

dental meeting of 2016. 

All of these opportunities 

are reason enough to attend 

SIROWORLD in Orlando, 

Florida, from Aug. 11-13, 

and the massive trade show 

floor showcasing dentistry’s 

premium technologies, 

products and services is 

perhaps the cherry on top of 

what is anticipated to be the 

meeting to beat all meetings. 

At the Rosen Shingle 

Creek Resort, the 95,000 

square-foot trade show floor 

will be home to the leading 

vendors in dentistry, such as 

Ivoclar Vivadent, cerecdoc-

tors.com and ClearCorrect. 

All of SIROWORLD’s 2016 

exhibitors, partners and 

sponsors are excited to pres-

ent their array of products to 

the thousands of dental pro-

fessionals who are eager to 

experience all that dentistry 

has to offer at the ultimate 

dental meeting. 

“The event itself and 

what you get access to as 

far as great speakers, edu-

cation, interaction with the 

dental community and the 

new materials and technol-

ogy that will be presented 

at SIROWORLD is mind 

blowing,” says Don Bell, 

Director of Marketing for 

CAD/CAM at Ivoclar Viva-

dent. “The event is one that 

is very unique and to see the 

community, the speakers and 

the manufacturers working 

together is phenomenal.”

The trade show will be 

open throughout each day 

of this three-day educational 

festival (please see agenda 

as trade show hours vary), 

allowing SIROWORLD 

eventgoers to venture 

through the trade show 

between the educational 

sessions of their choosing. 

Dentsply Sirona is confi-

dent that with 40+ vendors 

joining SIROWORLD, 

each attendee will likely be 

introduced to at least one 

unknown or unfamiliar 

product or service. 

To learn more about 

t h e  t r a d e  s h o w  a n d 

SIROWORLD vendors, the 

SIROWORLD app is now 

available for download on 

Apple and Android devices 

through the Apple Store and 

Google Play. 

The vast trade show floor 

combined with the celebrity 

Three-day event promises top-notch 

education in dentistry along with a great 

entertainment lineup for attendees. 

Information provided by Sirona Dental, Inc.

Quality Education
Attendees have the option to choose and attend which breakout sessions 

best suit their professional needs or attend a blend of breakouts for a 

balanced and more generalized SIROWORLD experience.

For music lovers
 Grammy-nominated American pop-rock band OneRepublic 

will take the stage on Friday evening, Aug. 12, performing a live 

concert exclusive to SIROWORLD attendees!

Comedic legend: SIROWORLD is excited to announce that comedy superstar, actor, writer and producer 

Jerry Seinfeld will regale attendees during a private standup act on Thursday, Aug. 11.

Virgin Group Founder
Sir Richard Branson, fervent 

philanthropist, will speak at 

SIROWORLD on Aug. 11. 

Connie Podesta
will share her 

charming speaking 

style on Aug. 12. 

http://www.siroworld.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://cerecdoctors.com
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entertainment and robust 

educational content offered 

at SIROWORLD will leave 

attendees brimming with 

satisfaction. 

S I R O W O R L D  h a s 

enlisted successful, presti-

gious speakers to engage 

audiences during general 

sessions. Sir Richard Bran-

son, founder of Virgin 

Group, fervent philan-

thropist and a member of 

Forbes World’s Billionaires 

list, is scheduled to engross 

attendees during a general 

session on Thursday, Aug. 

11. Award-winning author, 

therapist and comedienne 

Connie Podesta will advise 

how to stand out in a crowd 

using her unique and charm-

ing speaking style during her 

general session on Friday, 

Aug. 12, as well. 

Offering comedic relief, 

renowned comedian Jerry 

Seinfeld is slated to close the 

first day of SIROWORLD 

with a bang. The creator 

and star of the critically-

acclaimed sitcom “Seinfeld” 

will perform a brilliantly 

funny standup act on Thurs-

day evening, Aug. 11. It will 

blow your mind! 

After working out the 

abdominals with Sein-

feld, enjoy a private fi tness 

course by entrepreneur 

and creator of Tae Bo Fit-

ness® Billy Blanks as part 

of SIROWORLD’s health 

and fi tness activities. Blanks 

will lead a one-hour course 

on Saturday morning, Aug. 

13, along with his very own 

general session following 

later in the afternoon. 

Musically, Grammy-

nominated American pop-

rock band OneRepublic 

will take the stage on Friday 

evening, Aug. 12, perform-

ing a live concert exclusive 

to SIROWORLD attendees! 

Exploring the trade show 

floor and earning up to 18 

CE credits through exclusive 

breakout sessions and vari-

ous general sessions make 

SIROWORLD the ultimate 

dental event to better your 

craft and gain invaluable 

education; but the chance 

to experience a lineup of 

astonishingly enchanting 

entertainment while better-

ing your craft and gaining 

invaluable education makes 

SIROWORLD the ultimate 

event to attend — period.  

ADVERTORIAL

3M Oral Care

Air Techniques

Bank of America Practice Solutions

Birdeye

Burbank Dental Laboratory, Inc. 

CADStar/Klim Institute

CEREC Consumables 

Cerecdoctors.com

ClearCorrect

Coltene

Cosmedent, Inc.

Dental USA

DentalVibe

Dentist Select

Designs for Vision

Digital Doc, LLC

Digital Enamel

DMG America

Doctor.com

DryShield

Fortune Management

Glossique

Harvest Dental

Heartland Dental

HR for Health

Indenco Dental Products, Inc.

Infi nite Therapeutics

Isolite Systems

Ivoclar Vivadent

Kuraray America

Lending Club Patient Solutions

Loupecam

Meisinger USA

Opera DDS

Pacifi c Dental

Septodont

Shofu Dental

Six Month Smiles

Social Dental

Spear

TruDenta

Ultralight Optics Inc.

VITA North America

Weave

Wells Fargo Practice Finance

Zirc Company

 SIROWORLD 2016 

Sponsors listed by levels

 Emerald  Diamond

 Silver  Bronze

Partners

Exhibitors

https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://cerecdoctors.com
http://doctor.com/
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Find more products at dentalproductsandreviews.com

[ ELECTRIC HANDPIECES ]

EVO.15 Contra-Angle
In response to growing concern over patient burns caused by electric dental 

handpieces, Bien-Air introduces EVO.15, described as the safest contra-angle on 

the market. In procedures making use of electric handpieces, the briefest contact 

between the instrument’s push-button and the patient’s inner-cheek causes the 

instrument to overheat, resulting in possible burn injuries. Equipped with patented 

COOLTOUCH+™ heat-arresting technology, this is said to be the only contra-angle 

proven never to exceed human body temperature.

Bien-Air 

800-433-BIEN  |  bienair-evo15.com

CIRCLE RS #41

[ MODULAR WORKSTATION ]

Arlink® 8000
Lista announced its newly revitalized Arlink 8000 modular workstation designed 

to offer a Defi nite Positioning System®, companion storage, electrostatic control 

and more. Ergonomically designed, these modular workstations reportedly offer 

unlimited fl exibility to accommodate changing or future needs. Ideal for a variety 

of applications, such as assembly, repair, research and technical work, Arlink 

8000 workstations reportedly can be assembled and reconfi gured faster than 

other workstations, saving time and money.

Lista

800-722-3020  |  listaintl.com

CIRCLE RS #42

[ MIXING TIPS ]

iMix® Grip
Introducing iMix® Grip, the newest mixing tips manufactured by 

Pac-Dent International, Inc. These mixing tips reportedly feature 

premium construction, an exclusive design, optimal mixing perfor-

mance and effortless dispensing. iMix® Grip mixing tips guarantee 

materials will fl ow bubble-free into the delicate margins of tooth 

preparations and are designed to be 100 percent compatible with 

existing cartridges and mixers.

Pac-Dent International, Inc.

909-839-0888  |  pac-dent.com

CIRCLE RS #43

[ DIGITAL DENTAL CAMERA ]

PhotoMed G16
The PhotoMed G16 Digital Dental Camera is specifi cally designed to allow you 

to take all of the standard clinical views with “frame and focus” simplicity. The 

built-in color monitor allows you to precisely frame your subject, focus and shoot. 

Proper exposure and balanced, even lighting are said to be assured. By using 

the camera’s built-in fl ash, the amount of light necessary for a proper exposure 

is guaranteed, and PhotoMed’s custom closeup lighting attachment is said to 

redirect the light from the camera’s fl ash to create a balanced, even lighting 

across the fi eld. 

PhotoMed

800-998-7765  |  photomed.net

CIRCLE RS #44

http://dentalproductsandreviews.com
http://bienair-evo15.com
http://listaintl.com
http://pac-dent.com
http://photomed.net
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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[ DENTURES / SLEEP APPLIANCES ]

Whole You Nexteeth
The Whole You Nexteeth full denture reportedly utilizes CAD/CAM 

technology combined with advanced material to offer a precise 

fitting and a thinner palatal plate, resulting in enhanced comfort to 

wear. In addition, new Whole You Sleep Appliances - Respire Pink 

Endurance Framework (EF) and Respire Pink Micro are specially 

designed for those who require additional tongue space or for those 

who have smaller mouths. 

Whole You

844-548-3385  |  Wholeyou.com

CIRCLE RS #45

[ CASE SHOWCASE WEBSITE ]

VITA case showcase
VITA North America’s new website, myvitacase.com, is developed specifi-

cally for dentists and labs to submit their best VITA work. Users can upload 

before and after photos of cases using VITA materials for the opportunity to 

be featured on the site. The process is designed to be simple — clinicians 

and technicians can visit myvitacase.com, click on “submit your VITA 

case,” fill in the required information, add high-quality photos and submit. 

Additionally, if your work is featured on the site, you’ll receive a free custom 

VITA poster.

VITA North America

800-828-3839  |  vitanorthamerica.com

CIRCLE RS #46

[ TOOTHBRUSHES ]

WooBamboo Toothbrushes
WooBamboo Toothbrushes are designed to provide a quality cleaning with 

biodegradable, organically grown and antimicrobial bamboo. They are also 

designed with esthetics in mind, complementing bathroom décor. They are 

available for adults, children and pets with bristle and handle options to match 

each demographic. Also, the bamboo used for the brushes is said to not 

deplete pandas’ food sources and grows up to four feet per day in the correct 

conditions, making it an abundant and sustainable material for toothbrushes. 

SmartPractice

800-522-0800  |  smartpractice.com

CIRCLE RS #47

[ TOOTHPASTE ]

Colgate Total Daily Repair Toothpaste
Colgate has an addition to the Colgate Total® portfolio, Colgate Total® Daily 

Repair Toothpaste. This toothpaste is said to help reverse early damage to 

teeth and gums for better oral health. It also reportedly contains a multi-

active formula that helps repair early teeth and gum damage before many 

may even know it exists. Consumers who add this toothpaste to their daily 

oral care routine reportedly will benefit from stronger enamel and healthier 

gums.

Colgate-Palmolive 

800-468-6502  |  colgatetotal.com

CIRCLE RS #48

http://dentalproductsandreviews.com
http://Wholeyou.com
http://vitanorthamerica.com
http://smartpractice.com
http://colgatetotal.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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Oral and Head and Neck Cancer 

(OHNC) Awareness month is April, 

but every day is the perfect day to 

screen for cancer.

We set aside each April to increase 

awareness about this disease that will 

affect almost 46,000 Americans and 

kill almost 9,000 in 2016 alone, but 

the conversation shouldn’t stop when 

the calendar fl ips to May and beyond. 

Do not let these statistics fool you into 

thinking only less than 20 percent of 

those affected by OHNC succumb to 

their disease. The truth is the majority 

of people with OHNC are diagnosed 

at a late stage when the tumor is large 

and the disease has spread to the lym-

phatic system. At this stage, almost 45 

percent of those diagnosed will not live 

for fi ve years. So why do we need to 

rally to raise awareness of this dreaded 

disease yearround? Because early 

detection saves lives. Like many other 

types of cancer, when OHNC is found 

at an early stage, the prognosis is sig-

nifi cantly improved: Survival beyond 

fi ve years approaches 90 percent.

We need to make others aware of 

the debilitating and often disfi guring 

effects of OHNC and emphasize the 

need to screen for abnormalities in the 

mouth and oropharynx that are or 

could become cancer. So how should 

we begin to plan for having the most 

effective OHNC year ever? Begin now. 

Here is a quick guide to help prepare 

yourself and your team to make this 

year really count in the war against 

OHNC.

Build your message
Begin by reviewing information 

about the disease itself. Update your 

knowledge of current OHNC statis-

tics. Understand the etiologies of the 

disease: the use of tobacco products, 

consumption of alcoholic beverages 

and previous exposure to the human 

papilloma virus (HPV), the most com-

monly sexually transmitted infection 

in the United States. Some studies 

These products 

help identify 

these diseases 

early, saving 

not only money 

but also lives. 

[ Introduction by Dennis 

M. Abbott. Compiled by 

DPR Editorial Team. ]

ORAL CANCER AND 
CARIES DETECTION

THE BEST IN 

ARTTANJA / GETTY IMAGES

https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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show at least 90 percent of Ameri-

cans who are or have been sexually 

active (including oral sex) have been 

exposed to HPV. Educate patients 

on the risks of OHNC and help them 

see that getting screened should be 

part of their personal wellness plan 

just like having a Pap smear, mam-

mogram or colonoscopy, which are 

other screening procedures to look 

for cancer in its early stages. 

Set your date and plan the event
Agree on a date with your office staff. 

Let them know this is a great oppor-

tunity to give back to the community 

and their participation is extremely 

important. Decide if the event will 

occur during regular office hours 

and if you will offer “draws,” such as 

snacks, goodie bags or a raffle. Con-

sider giving tours and highlighting 

the benefits of your practice and staff 

at the event. Take advantage of this 

event to market your practice!

Plan your outreach
Begin in-house. Notify your patients 

that your office will be hosting a 

free oral cancer screening event. Ask 

them to invite friends and cowork-

ers. Post notices on your website 

and social media. Notify local doc-

tors, nurses, hospitals and cancer 

centers. Think beyond the obvious 

by including speech pathologists, 

nutritionists and other health and 

wellness professionals. Look at this 

effort to begin a new conversation 

with a new audience to expand your 

office’s reach. Contact the Oral 

Cancer Foundation (OCF) and post 

your event on its website (Note: OCF 

will only post events that are free to 

the public). 

Remember, survivors of OHNC 

and other cancers are at a higher risk 

for developing OHNC and should 

be screened on a regular basis. Reach 

out to them.

Train your team, including 
yourself
Review effective head and neck 

examination skills. Realize the signs 

of early-stage OHNC. Understand 

how to palpate lymph nodes and 

know not only the location of the 

nodes that drain the head and neck 

region, but how to differentiate them 

from other structures in the neck, 

such as muscles and major vessels. 

Familiarize yourself with adjunc-

tive devices you might use to detect 

OHNC at an early stage. Know 

what questions to ask patients to 

probe for possible cancer-associated 

issues and what answers might raise 

suspicion of oropharyngeal cancers 

when visual examination is limited 

or not possible. Review each team 

member’s role in the event from 

hospitality to obtaining history and 

consent to actually conducting the 

head and neck examinations.

Know your game plan in case 
you find something suspect
Having a patient in the chair with a 

suspicious lesion in his or her mouth 

is not the time to begin thinking 

about what to do or who to call for a 

referral. If you are not experienced 

in performing biopsies on suspected 

cancerous lesions, this is definitely 

not the time to start trying. Usually, 

there is only one shot to obtain a 

biopsy of diagnostic quality. Ask 

your oral surgeon or periodontist if 

he or she is comfortable performing 

biopsies on suspected cancerous 

lesions. Invite them to your event. 

If you perform oral biopsies on tis-

sues that could be cancerous, make 

sure you have adequate supplies to 

send these specimen for histological 

evaluation. (The services of an oral 

pathologist are highly recommended 

for this type of evaluation.) 

If your oral surgeon or periodon-

tist is not comfortable performing 

these services, ask him or her for 

recommendations or consider using 

a head and neck surgeon. Have the 

name of an otolaryngologist (ENT) 

ready should you need a laryngeal 

examination with a scope for sus-

pected laryngeal cancer. Decide 

what information you will give the 

patient should a biopsy be neces-

sary. Know who will interpret this 

information to the patient. Have the 

necessary information ready to help 

the patient on the first steps of his or 

her cancer journey. Have a plan, and 

plan for everything. 

Benjamin Franklin may have 

said it best: “By failing to prepare, 

you are preparing to fail.” Do not 

fail your patients this year by only 

focusing on oral and head and neck 

cancer awareness in any one month. 

Prepare for the best screening events 

your office has ever had, and make 

your way to the front line in the 

war against oral and head and neck 

cancer.

FEATURED PRODUCT

Bio/Screen
The Bio/Screen is a compact unit that reportedly offers 

biofluorescence visualization with the latest technol-

ogy. Users can leave the room lights on during the 

examination, and the unit is said to have no noisy fan. 

It can be used for 60 minutes with only 90 minutes 

of charging time. LEDs indicate when the lithium ion 

battery needs to be recharged with an orange LED 

10-minute warning indicator. 

AdDent

855-211-3413  |  addent.com

CIRCLE RS #51

FEATURED PRODUCT FEATURED PRODUCT

SoproCARE
SoproCARE is said to give dental professionals a new 

visual tool to educate the patient on the importance of 

good dental hygiene and periodontal health. Utilizing 

fluorescence technology, SoproCARE illuminates den-

tal tissue to reveal occlusal caries, plaque, tartar and 

gingival inflammation. It can be used as an intraoral 

camera, providing the dental professional with all of 

the necessary tools to perform a complete and time-

efficient oral examination. 

ACTEON North America

877-4ACTEON  |  acteonusa.com

CIRCLE RS #50

Spectra
The award-winning Spectra is said to be the only 

noninvasive caries-detection aid providing both color 

and numerical indications of the extent of the decay. 

Spectra reportedly helps eliminate the guesswork in 

detecting and diagnosing tooth decay and enhances 

case acceptance through better patient education. 

Air Techniques

516-433-7676  |  airtechniques.com

CIRCLE RS #52

http://acteonusa.com
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FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

Identafi ®

The Identafi ® from StarDental® Instrument Solutions 

is intended for use by dentists, hygienists and oral 

surgeons as an effective tool to aid in the early detec-

tion of abnormalities that may lead to oral cancer. The 

intraoral, cordless, handheld device reportedly uses an 

innovative three-wavelength optical illumination and 

visualization system that allows dental professionals 

to identify oral mucosal abnormalities not visible to the 

naked eye. 

DentalEZ

866-383-4636  |  dentalez.com

CIRCLE RS #54

VELscope® Vx
The VELscope® Vx is said to be an easy-to-use tool 

designed to aid in the visualization of mucosal abnor-

malities during oral examinations. From bacterial infec-

tions and infl ammation to cancer and pre-cancerous 

lesions, the VELscope’s tissue fl uorescence technol-

ogy reportedly can help point out oral health concerns 

that may have otherwise been overlooked. Backed 

by more clinical research than any other visualization 

device, the VELscope is the market leader in adjunc-

tive screening technology with more than 25 million 

screenings performed by 15,000 practitioners in 23 

countries around world.

LED Dental

844-952-7327  |  leddental.com

CIRCLE RS #56

FEATURED PRODUCT FEATURED PRODUCT

Logicon Caries Detector 5.1
Carestream Dental’s latest release of the Logicon 

Caries Detector 5.1 is said to further automate the car-

ies-detection process and produce improved displays 

of carious sites, making exams and diagnoses even 

more effi cient than in the past. Logicon 5.1, the only 

commercially available FDA-approved computer-aided 

radiographic caries diagnosis software, is designed to 

be a unique and clinically proven tool that helps practi-

tioners detect and treat interproximal caries at an early 

stage, enabling minimally invasive treatments. 

Carestream Dental

800-944-6365  |  carestreamdental.com

CIRCLE RS #53

CariVu
CariVu is a portable caries detection device that uses 

patented transillumination technology to support the 

identifi cation of occlusal, interproximal and recurrent 

carious lesions and cracks, reportedly providing a 

much more inclusive detection of conditions. CariVu 

hugs the tooth and bathes it in safe, near-infrared light. 

On the resulting images, enamel appears transparent 

while lesions appear as dark areas. This is said to be 

so the clinician can see “through” the tooth, exposing 

its structure and the actual shape, position and size of 

any carious lesions with very high accuracy without the 

need for removal of bacteria on the tooth surface.

DEXIS

888-883-3947  |  dexis.com

CIRCLE RS #55

FEATURED PRODUCT

CariScreen 
The CariScreen Caries Susceptibility Test is said to 

be a simple one-minute chairside bacterial test for 

assessing patients’ caries risk. The patent-pending 

CariScreen uses ATP bioluminescence to identify oral 

bacterial load and has been proven to correlate with 

patients’ risk for decay. The test reportedly is quick 

and painless and not only allows you to measure your 

patients’ risk for decay today but also helps measure 

their progress as they follow the recommended proto-

cols for reducing risk. 

Oral BioTech

800-503-0625  |  carifree.com

CIRCLE RS #57

FEATURED PRODUCT

OralID
With oral cancer continuing to rise, Forward Science 

was founded with a vision to create a simple, effi cient 

and more affordable oral cancer-screening device 

to save more lives. Given its simple design and lack 

of per-patient costs, OralID reportedly can be imple-

mented into every hygiene exam, giving clinicians the 

ability to Shine Light. Save Lives™. With each OralID kit, 

Forward Science includes a proprietary SmartFilterID™ 

to easily photo document OralID lesions through any 

smart device. 

Forward Science Technologies

855-696-7254  |  oralid.com

CIRCLE RS #58

http://carestreamdental.com
http://dentalez.com
http://dexis.com
http://leddental.com
htp://carifree.com
http://oralid.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


TRY TORNADO IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR PRACTICE
Call us at (800) 433-2436 or go to www.bienair-tornado.com and find out more about our 7-day free trial program

SUMMER 
INTRODUCTION 
SALE
Valid June 1 - August 31, 2016

TRY
FOR FREE

TORNADO LK  

$ 995  $2298
REF 1700565-001, COUPLER SET INCLUDED 

 

š�30 Watts 

š����G%$�

š���DV\PPHWULFDO�PL[HG�VSUD\V

š�  Light

š�8S�WR���\HDUV�ZDUUDQW\

www.bienair-tornado.com

*  2-year standard warranty and 1-year 

optional warranty available through 

Bien-Air’s PlanCare extended warranty 

program.

NEW

 warranttyty and 1d -ye-yearar

ty availableblebleble th th tt rough gh 

Care extennndeddedded wa waarrarrarr nnnty 

EEW

t d d

Leave the worrying to us. You can now get 

an additional 12 months of uninterrupted 

support through our new Bien-Air PlanCare 

 warranty extension pack. Valid on all   

Bien-Air products. For more information, 

please contact your dealer.

PLANCARE 
EXTENDED WARRANTY 
PROGRAM 

$ 159
��[ PLANCARE 

 REF 2500676

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 90

http://www.bienair-tornado.com/
http://www.bienair-tornado.com/
http://www.bienair-tornado.com/
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FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

SaliMark™ OSCC
SaliMark™ OSCC is said to be the first and only risk-assessment test 

for oral cancer. This saliva test is based on the initial discovery and 

prevalidation work conducted by Dr. David T.W. Wong at UCLA. 

More than a decade of National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial 

Research and National Institute of Health-supported research report-

edly make SaliMark™ OSCC the world’s most scientifically-validated 

DNA biomarker test for oral cancer. Simple, accurate and painless, 

SaliMark™ OSCC is designed to be easily integrated into your oral 

cancer exam for earlier detection.  

PeriRx, LLC

610-544-3500  |  perirx.com

CIRCLE RS #59

OralCDx®

The OralCDx brush biopsy, (BrushTest®), is a virtually painless diagnostic test 

that has been shown in large multicenter studies to be at least as accurate as 

a scalpel biopsy in ruling out oral dysplasia and cancer. Preventing oral cancer 

begins with diagnosing dysplasia (precancer). The OralCDx BrushTest® is 

the only painless way to know that your patient’s oral spot isn’t precancerous 

- providing you with a minimally invasive way to confidently test any oral spot 

and know which need to be referred to a specialist. World-class pathologists 

aided by computer-assisted molecular and morphological analysis provide 

answers to help your practice be free of oral cancer. The test is described as 

a lifesaving practice enhancement that is easy to perform, reimbursable, and 

well accepted by patients.

OralCDx/CDx Diagnostics

877-712-7874 | oralcdx.com

CIRCLE RS #61

FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

The Canary System
The Canary System is described as a precise laser-based system with 

an integrated intraoral camera that detects cracks and caries not seen 

with other devices. It reportedly is 25 percent more accurate than 

bitewing radiographs. The Canary System is accurate to a depth of 

5 mm below the tooth surface and ideal for identifying interproximal 

decay, caries around and beneath the intact margins of restorations 

and caries under sealants. 

Quantum Dental Technologies

866-993-9910  |  thecanarysystem.com

CIRCLE RS #60

OraMark™ from OncAlert™ Labs
The OncAlert Labs OraMark Test from Vigilant Biosciences is the first 

quantitative oral rinse test to accurately measure a tumor-initiating and stem 

cell associated biomarker for oral cancer detection at its earliest stages. 

It is based on advanced patented technology, including an innovative 

methodology for measuring the tumor-initiating and stem cell associated 

biomarker CD44 in combination with total protein, enabling earlier and more 

accurate detection of oral cancer even potentially before visual indicators. 

The test provides highly-actionable information pre- and post-biopsy, which 

complements visual examination and other tools used by head and neck 

specialists for detecting oral cancer to help optimize patient management 

and surveillance.

Vigilant Biosciences, Inc.

305-728-5382 | oncalertlabs.com 

CIRCLE RS #62

http://perirx.com
http://thecanarysystem.com
http://oralcdx.com
http://oncalertlabs.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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FEATURED PRODUCT

Vista-Red™ and Vista-Green™

Vista-Red™ and Vista-Green ™ caries indicators reportedly are not 

made like all the rest. This glycol-based solution is made to facilitate 

removal of various dentins by making sure the maximum amount of 

inner dentin is preserved and the infected dentin is removed. Pulp 

exposure is nothing to fear with Vista-Red™ and Vista-Green™. They 

help prevent overextracting deep caries. 

Vista Dental Products

877-418-4782  |  vista-dental.com

CIRCLE RS #63

FEATURED PRODUCT

ESPýOC™
Visual Solutions (a wholly owned subsidiary of Vista Dental 

Products), introduced the ESPýOC™ oral cancer screening system. 

ESPýOC™ is a said to be a game-changer in the way the dental 

and medical community visualizes oral cancer. It is described as a 

simple, cost-effective and noninvasive chairside test that provides 

immediate results for patients with suspicious lesions. 

Vista Dental Products

877-418-4782  |  vista-dental.com

CIRCLE RS #64

Limited to the first 100 practices.  
New U.S. customers only, limit one box per practice.

Receive a FREE sample box!

Call 866.928.4445 or visit
samples.carifree.com

866.928.4445     www.carifree.com

Dental caries is an epidemic.
We are not okay with that.

Are you?

Caries diagnosis, treatment plans and 

products can and must be different 

in order to break the disease cycle. 

CariFree products are a progressive tool 

for creating positive change. 

CariFree is a registered trademark of Oral BioTech.

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 67

http://vista-dental.com
http://vista-dental.com
http://www.carifree.com/
http://www.carifree.com/
http://samples.carifree.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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C
hildren and adolescents expe-

rience detrimental effects from 

severely unattractive teeth that 

can result from tooth discoloration 

of both deciduous and permanent 

teeth; visible caries and decay; and 

poor gingival health. Negative social 

interactions (i.e., bullying, teas-

ing, embarrassment, etc.) because 

of tooth discoloration can leave 

lasting psychological impacts. An 

unaesthetic oral condition can also 

affect a child’s self-esteem and lead 

to a poorer quality of life. As recent 

generations are faced with increas-

ing concern about body image, 

psychological and social adjustment 

become an important factor in pedi-

atric evaluations. 

However, addressing tooth discol-

oration issues in young patients has 

been challenging and problematic 

given patient age, cost factors and 

limited research as to the effects of 

whitening treatments on pediatric 

patients. With inadequate research 

and education, dentists are cautious 

about using whitening products 

on pediatric patients. Thus, chil-

dren, adolescents and parents may 

begin using alternative methods 

to improve tooth color, leading to 

the potential for abuse. A compre-

hensive understanding of common 

pediatric tooth discolorations and 

treatment options is necessary to 

maximize the psychological, social 

and educational potential for tooth 

whitening for young patients. 

Tooth whitening and pediatric 
patients
Whitening treatments provide the 

most conservative cosmetic option to 

treating stains and discolorations for 

pediatric patients, something that 

can help to greatly improve a young 

patient’s self-esteem and psycho-

social interactions. However, little 

research regarding tooth whitening 

has been completed on adolescents 

and children. This has led to a gen-

eral lack of professional understand-

ing about what type of whitening 

treatment is appropriate for children 

and adolescents. According to the 

policy set by the American Academy 

of Pediatric Dentists (AAPD), they 

encourage judicious use of bleach-

ing of vital and nonvital teeth. The 

AAPD also recommends for patients 

(and their parents) to consult their 

dentists about whether whitening 

treatment is ideal for their condition.

Without established guidelines, 

selecting the type of whitening treat-

ment for pediatric patients can be 

challenging. However, for children 

and adolescents experiencing social 

distress and a lack of self-esteem due 

to tooth discoloration, whitening 

provides an appropriate and con-

servative solution. The whitening 

DETECTION     INSIDE LOOK      BENCHMARK      DOUBLE TAKE PRODUCT WATCH

ABOUT THE REVIEW

With the combination of the 

world’s leaders in their fi eld, 

Contemporary Product Solutions’ 

dexterous, knowledgeable 

and experienced leadership 

team maintains a sharp eye for 

emerging products in the fi eld of 

general and restorative dentistry 

by providing a “Total Offi ce” 

perspective of clinical information 

and application, incorporating 

photographs and videos to 

assist chairside procedures 

for better patient results. CPS 

(cpsmagazine.com) will continue 

to evaluate one product at a time 

with professionalism, integrity and 

a commitment to excellence.

A new option for teeth whitening presents possibilities 

for pediatric patients.   [ by Shannon Pace Brinker, CDD, CDA ]

Opalescence Go 

by Ultradent

Opalescence Go
A professional whitening gel delivered in prefi lled, disposable trays, Opalescence 

Go features the enhanced UltraFit™ tray and can deliver results in as a little as 

15 minutes per day. Opalescence Go  features a material that warms with the 

temperature of the body so it comfortably molds and adapts to any patient’s 

smile.   With no impressions, models or lab time required, Opalescence Go is said 

to be the professional alternative to less-effective over-the-counter options and is 

designed to serve as an excellent introduction to whitening as well as a follow-up to 

in-offi ce whitening.

Ultradent

888-230-1420  |  ultradent.com 

CIRCLE RS #68

http://ultradent.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://cpsmagazine.com
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Go (Ultradent Products, Inc., South 

Jordan, Utah) may be the ideal treat-

ment for pediatric patients. With 

convenient ready-to-go prefilled, dis-

posable trays, Opalescence Go auto-

matically conforms to the patient’s 

mouth without the need for impres-

sions. This unique tray responds to 

the internal body temperature of the 

patient and begins to mold around 

the occlusal surfaces, arches and into 

the interproximal spaces. It provides 

molar-to-molar coverage and an 

extremely comfortable, custom-like 

fit for children and adolescents. 

The trays arrive prefilled with the 

appropriate amount and concentra-

tion of bleaching gel, so patients sim-

ply unwrap the package and wear 

them for the appropriate, dentist-

prescribed amount of time. Parents, 

children and adolescents can easily 

carry them on the go. With no extra 

accessories or reusable parts, the 

trays are simply thrown away once 

the whitening session is complete. 

In the United States, Opalescence 

Go is available in a 10% hydrogen 

peroxide concentration with wear 

times from 30-60 minutes, and a 

15% hydrogen peroxide concentra-

tion with wear times from 15-20 

minutes. In Europe and now  United 

States, a 6% concentration is also 

available that, in particular, can be 

ideal for pediatric and adolescent 

patients. The lower concentrations 

of hydrogen peroxide minimize the 

likelihood of sensitivity or gingival 

irritation after treatment in children 

and adolescents. The Opalescence 

Go whitening gel formula also 

includes potassium nitrate and 

fluoride to reduce sensitivity and 

promote overall oral health.

With a sticky and viscous formula, 

the gel and tray stay where they’re 

placed, ensuring maximum patient 

comfort. Its mint, melon, and peach 

flavors also help improve comfort 

and compliance with pediatric 

patients. 

Conclusion
Opalescence Go provides a conser-

vative treatment option for pediatric 

and adolescent patients with tooth 

discoloration who, as a result, have 

experienced negative self-esteem 

and social implications due to the 

appearance of their smile. It also 

provides dentists with a safe and 

practical whitening solution that 

has demonstrated effectiveness and 

minimal sensitivity for pediatric 

patients. Indicated for removing 

tooth discolorations due to congeni-

tal, systemic, pharmacologic and 

traumatic factors, Opalescence Go 

is effective at resolving grey to yellow 

to brown stains that result from poor 

dental hygiene, medicine, fluorosis 

and trauma. With Opalescence Go, 

children and adolescents can achieve 

successful whitening, transforming 

their smile and improving their con-

fidence. 

References in this article were cut for space, and 

are availalbe on DentalProductsReport.com

studies that have focused on children 

and adolescents have found whiten-

ing treatments to be effective, with 

the only adverse effects being those 

commonly experienced with tooth 

whitening, such as hypersensitivity. 

Whitening gel has also been shown 

to improve gingival health, reducing 

inflammation and plaque forma-

tion, which also contributes to an 

enhanced smile appearance and, 

subsequently, greater confidence 

when smiling and socializing.

Challenges do exist for successful 

tooth whitening in pediatric patients. 

Irrespective of age or method 

(i.e., in-office, OTC, or at-home), 

research indicates that whitening 

treatments cause a high prevalence 

of side effects (i.e., tooth sensitivity, 

gingival irritation, etc.). This can 

also influence patient compliance, as 

experiencing tooth sensitivity and/or 

gingival irritation during and after 

bleaching may be more traumatic an 

experience for children than adults.

Additionally, determining the 

ideal concentration of bleaching 

agent is essential to ensure effective 

bleaching without damaging young 

healthy tissue. Research has deter-

mined that enamel permeability 

decreases with age. This makes pedi-

atric patients more susceptible to 

whitening because more of the active 

ingredient interacts with the tooth 

tissues. Primary teeth also have rela-

tively larger pulps and thinner dentin 

and enamel when compared to 

permanent teeth, leading to greater 

effects from whitening in children. 

Lower concentrations of whitening 

agent may be necessary for pediatric 

patients to provide effective results 

with minimal side effects on both 

deciduous and permanent teeth. 

Pediatric whitening with 
Opalescence Go
Developed as an easy-to-use, 

effective and low-concentration 

whitening solution, Opalescence 

PRODUCT WATCHBENCHMARK

[ Figs. 1-6 ]  Pediatric patient with a smile before treatment (Fig. 1). 

Close-up of patient mouth before treatment (Fig. 2). Shade match-

ing the patient’s teeth to see base shade and formulate a whitening 

plan that would work for the patient (Fig. 3). Pediatric patient post-

procedure (Fig. 4). A close-up view of the patient’s mouth after apply-

ing Opalescence Go (Ultradent) (Fig. 5). A shade tab shows how much 

whiter the patients teeth are, providing even a pediatric patient with an 

improved smile to boost confidence and overall satisfaction with tooth 

color and enamel shade (Fig. 6).
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WHEN DR. LAWRENCE W. KOLAR was 

in the market for a new electric hand-

piece, his needs were twofold: He 

was looking for more torque but less 

vibration than the current model he 

was using. After a one-week trial run 

with the new KaVo  MASTERmatic 

M25L (1:5) and the KaVo MASTER-

matic M05 L mini (1:5) models, he 

was convinced. Only a week later at 

the ADA annual meeting, Dr. Kolar 

went straight to the KaVo booth and 

placed an order for seven handpieces. 

Here, he tells us why:

What was your initial 
assessment of the handpieces?
My fi rst reaction was that there 

must be something wrong with the 

handpieces because there was such 

a low sound when I turned them 

on!  I assumed they were running at 

a much reduced RPM than the old 

electrics that I then had been using. 

To my surprise, the dental unit 

indicated that the handpiece was 

running at the proper speed. 

When I used some carbide fi ssure 

burs and diamond crown preparation 

burs on some extracted teeth that I 

had, I was amazed at the rapid rate 

that the handpieces could cut, with 

minimal noise, minimal vibration 

and a smoother cutting surface.  It 

was hard for me to believe that any-

thing with that power could operate 

so smoothly and also be relatively 

lightweight and possess a relatively 

small head.  The balance of the hand-

piece in my hand was remarkable. 

What other factors did you 
consider?
I think that when purchasing hand-

KaVo MASTERmatic 
LUX M25L L
The combination of head size, angle 

combination, hard metal bur guide, 

Triple Gear and exchangeable spray fi lter 

are designed to create the best high-

speed contra-angle handpiece that is 

commercially available. The handpiece 

is said to have amazingly quiet operation 

thanks to Triple-Gear technology for 

relaxed work without bothersome vibra-

tions. The M25L is reportely comfortable 

for both dentist and patient due to low 

noise level (56 dB(A)).

KaVo

888-ASK-KAVO  |  kavousa.com 

CIRCLE RS #69

pieces, it is best to look at more than 

cutting power, but the cutting power 

is what surprised and pleased me the 

most on the new KaVo models.  That 

said, “uncontrolled power” is useless, 

so I have to point out that it was the 

combination of power, complemented 

with the smoothness, quiet operation, 

lack of noticeable vibration and the 

balance in my hand that sold me on 

KaVo.  It was the package of all the 

aforementioned attributes that made 

KaVo the most logical choice for me.  

 It was superior, hands down.

What have your results been? 
Many times, [dentists] purchase 

“must-have” equipment that later 

does not live up to our expectations.  

This buyer’s remorse often times 

makes us reluctant to make further 

purchases of other, needed equip-

ment.  However, in the case of my 

KaVo purchases, I have experienced 

absolutely no buyer’s remorse. 

Indeed, I intend on purchasing 

additional KaVo handpieces (both 

the M25L 1:5 models, plus the slow 

speed electric attachments, which I 

also own). The performance of these 

handpieces is superior to anything 

that I have ever owned or tried.

How have your patients 
responded?
I have pointed out my new purchases 

to my patients.  I mention to them 

that I always update my practice 

with new, improved equipment 

and materials, so I point out the 

handpieces and the fact that they are 

smoother, quieter and have very little 

vibration.  Numerous patients have 

responded that based upon their own 

past experiences in my offi ce, that 

the new KaVo models are quieter 

and smoother. Believe me, people 

are much happier with this type of 

experience and they tell me so!

Why would you recommend this 
product to colleagues? 
I have recommended the KaVo M25L 

(and even the M05L for dentists who 

have lots of [pediatric] patients, or for 

dentists that want the minimum head 

size without sacrifi cing power).  My 

recommendations are always based 

upon my experience with the KaVo 

handpieces, plus my experiences with 

other brands.  I tell them the truth.  In 

my experiences, the KaVo  M25L is 

the best dental handpiece available on 

the market. 

“       The performance of these 
handpieces is superior ...”
One clinician talks about his experience using 

KaVo handpieces.  [ compiled by Paul LaTour ]

DR. LAWRENCE W. KOLAR

http://kavousa.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


changing the game with

major league savings

Don’t miss the Midmark Operatory 
Promotion going on now through 
December 31, 2016! 
 
Ask your dealer or Midmark representative how to SAVE 25%  
on select operatory equipment.

*Options, upholstery and accessories qualify for promotional discount.

Questions regarding the promotion, contact 1-800-MIDMARK ext. 107575.  
midmark.com

chair and delivery*

UltraTrim® or UltraComfort® Chair when purchased with a delivery  

system. Asepsis 21® Delivery System* when purchased with an  

UltraTrim® or UltraComfort® Chair. 

light
Halogen Light when purchased with an UltraTrim® or UltraComfort®  

Chair and a delivery system. The light does not need to be chair mounted  

to be included in discount.

stool
Dentist or Assistant Stool when purchased with an UltraTrim®  

or UltraComfort® Chair and a delivery system.

Midmark Corporation, Dayton, OH.

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 91

http://www.midmark.com/
http://www.midmark.com/


Approved PACE Program Provider

FAGD/MAGD Credit

Approval does not imply acceptance by a state or

provincial board of dentistry or AGD endorsement

3/1/2015 to 2/28/2018

Rondeau
Seminars

The Leader in Dental Continuing Education

Why refer out 50 orthodontic patients a year
at $5,500 per case, when you can retain

$275,000 within your practice?

BROCK RONDEAU,
D.D.S., I.B.O., D.A.B.C.P., D-A.C.S.D.D., D.A.B.D.S.M., D.A.B.C.D.S.M.

DIPLOMATE INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF ORTHODONTICS

DIPLOMATE AMERICAN BOARD OF CRANIOFACIAL PAIN

DIPLOMATE-ACADEMY OF CLINICAL SLEEP DISORDERS DISCIPLINES

DIPLOMATE AMERICAN BOARD OF DENTAL SLEEP MEDICINE

DIPLOMATE AMERICAN BOARD OF CRANIOFACIAL DENTAL SLEEP MEDICINE

1. Early Treatment Mixed Dentition, Functional Appliances, Diagnostic Records, Cephalometrics, Practice Management

2. Straight Wire Mechanics, Class II Treatment, Twin Block™, Rick-A-Nator™, Bracketing, Banding of Molars, Archwires

3. TMJ in Orthodontics, Sagittal & Tandem Appliance, Class III, Utility Arches, Splint Therapy, Joint Vibration Analysis

4. MARA™ Appliance, Open Bite Cases, Impacted Cuspids, Clear Braces, Case Finishing, Retention, Snoring & Sleep Apnea, Air Rotor Stripping

 & Invisalign (Clear Aligners)

Per Session Fee: $1,095 per session (includes extensive course manual and lab book)
����>��6/3-�2 staff members to session 1 at no cost

Full Payment: $3,980 for all 4 sessions - SAVE $400 (includes course manuals and lab book)
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 discussion forums and access to over 30 published articles

BONUS!

Space is Limited, Register Early!
Participants who repeat the course may attend 

for half price and may attend for free if a 
colleague registers and attends the full course.

50% Discount for
Recent Graduates

(Graduation must be in the last 12 months)

2016 - 2017  Course Dates & Locations

Sessions

Course Fee

Dates and hotels are subject to change
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Dr. Rondeau - Diplomate IBO
Dr. E. Gonzalez - Pediatric Specialist

Dr. M. Gonzalez - Diplomate IBO
Dr. Lauson - Orthodontist
Dr. Bubon - Orthodontist

Scott Manning - MBA
Mike Sula - Web Specialist

Event Speaker List
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From our sister magazine Digital Esthetics, this step-

by-step technique shows how a screw-retained zirconia 

denture can offer improved patient oucomes.

by Luke S. Kahng, CDT 

 http://bit.ly/1Yccvqz

Dr. Tim Bizga, DDS, started his career as a lab technician, 

then moved to chairside assistant, and after graduating 

from dental school, became a clinician himself. Here he 

explains what REALLY makes a great impression.

compiled by the DPR Editorial Team 

 http://bit.ly/28ResFp 

Technique: A better screw-retained zirconia 
prosthesis 

6 things to remember when taking an impression

VIDEO

Dr. Ross Nash takes you step by step in this 

technique that shows how to apply direct poste-

rior composite restoration with bulk fi ll composite 

resin and a sectional matrix/ring system.

 http://bit.ly/28TrAgy

How to effectively place posterior direct 
composites

Log on to DentalProductsReport.com for up-to-date product 
news and our exclusive content

ADDITIONAL CONTENT ONLINE
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HOW TO CLOSE 
DIASTEMA USING TIME-
TESTED MATERIALS 
Using 3M materials and a cutting-
edge new polishing system to 
provide stunning results. 

  TECHNIQUE

HOW TO RESTORE 
CLASS V RESTORATIONS 
Dr. Ross Nash shows how using 
EPIC®-TMPT composite (Parkell) 
can simplify a tricky procedure. 

  ERGONOMICS 

DEMYSTIFYING PAIN 
AMONG WOMEN 
IN DENTISTRY 
As more women enter dental 
professions, it’s time to examine 
the causes of work-related pain 
many women experience. 
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New developments in the fi eld 

of dry mouth treatment suggest 

there may be effective options 

that don’t require a prescription. 

Products like Xylimelts slowly 

dissolving oral adhering discs 

can help patients who struggle 

with dry mouth—and they don’t 

need to worry about a visit to 

the pharmacy. More on page 58.

TREAT 

DRY 
MOUTH
WITH AN OTC OPTION

http://bit.ly/1Yccvqz
http://bit.ly/28TrAgy
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T
he many over-the-counter rem-

edies available for dry mouth 

make dental recommendation 

of an effective management strategy 

diffi cult. Patients are often left to 

decide on their own which product 

to use from an overwhelming selec-

tion of oral care products carried 

by their local grocery or pharmacy; 

products which may or may not 

provide acceptable results. And, 

further complicating decision mak-

ing, some products lack underlying 

scientifi c research or supporting 

product testing literature document-

ing their effi cacy. The result is that a 

product with the most advertising or 

popularity may be recommended by 

a dental provider over a remedy that 

is evidence based. 

This brief article provides an 

overview of the causes of dry mouth, 

summarizes how to evaluate the 

patient with dry mouth (including 

assessment of subjective complaints 

and objective measures), lists 

common dry mouth remedies and 

reviews the scientifi c and supportive 

product testing literature related to 

the OTC management of dry mouth.

The protective role of saliva
Saliva has many protective proper-

ties. It buffers oral acidity produced 

by plaque, aides in the strengthening 

of the teeth through deposition of 

calcium and phosphorus, protects 

the intraoral tissue by moistening 

and lubricating the intraoral and lip 

mucosa, has a sensory impact on 

taste (although taste can occur in the 

absence of saliva) and is an impor-

tant constituent in the oral clearance 

of food and the initial process of 

digestion1.  

Causes of dry mouth
Dry mouth may result from behav-

ioral issues such as smoking, mouth 

breathing, and factors such as aging, 

medication, chemotherapy, dehydra-

tion, emotional stress, local surgery 

or radiation, disease and blockage 

of the gland ducts from stones or 

neoplasm. Diseases that can cause 

dry mouth include Sjogren’s syn-

drome, HIV/AIDS, Alzheimer’s 

disease, diabetes, anemia, cystic 

fi brosis, connective tissue diseases 

such as rheumatoid arthritis and 

sarcoidosis, infectious diseases such 

as the mumps and tuberculosis, 

avitaminoses and congenital diseases 

(e.g. congenital aplasia of a gland or 

duct).2

Evaluation of the patient with 
dry mouth
An evaluation of the patient report-

ing dry mouth is necessary before 

recommendation of OTC products 

to rule out serious systemic diseases 

that need prescribed medication. 

Assessment should consist of a medi-

cal and dental history that includes 

the patient’s subjective complaints 

and physical examination, with the 

latter consisting of a visual inspec-

tion of the major glands and intra-

oral mucosa as well as palpation of 

the salivary glands3. In some cases, 

plain fi lm radiology, sialography, 

CT, CBCT or MRI imaging may be 

necessary to rule out pathology.4, 5

Physical examination
Visual examination should reveal 

a face that is symmetric and absent 

enlargement in the preauricular or 

submandibular region. The major 

salivary glands can be palpated by 

internal and external manipulation. 

With bi-digital manipulation, the 

major salivary glands should be soft 

and free of nodules. Palpation should 

not be painful. Fluid expressed from 

the parotid and submandibular 

glands during palpation or external 

massage (termed ‘milking’) should 

be clear and not cloudy.  

Physical examination should also 

include evaluation of the salivary 

fl ow volume. Salivary ‘fl ow rate’ is 

typically measured when the glands 

are in a resting state (unstimulated) 

and then when they are artifi cially 

stimulated.6 Saliva from all of the 

glands, including the minor glands, 

is collected over a specifi ed period of 

time in both phases. Instrumentation 

necessary for assessing fl ow rate/

volume include a stopwatch, wax or 

fl avorless gum base for stimulation 

with chewing, a graduated test tube 

or small beaker plus a scale capable 

of measurement in tenths of grams. 

To assess unstimulated fl ow, the 

patient should not have eaten or 

taken in liquid for 30 minutes before 

testing. Also, this test should not be 

administered after manipulation of 

the glands.  

The patient deposits his/her saliva 

into a graduated test tube or into 

a beaker that is weighed prior to 

and after collection. The volume of 

unstimulated whole daytime saliva 

that is considered normal is 0.25 - 

0.50 grams/min or the equivalent 

number of milliliters (one gram = 1 

ml). For stimulated saliva, a small 

(0.5 cm) oval of wax (or a taste-

less chewing gum base) is chewed 

(roughly one chew stroke per second) 

by the patient for fi ve minutes with 

the saliva not swallowed but spit 

into a test tube or beaker. As before, 

the collected saliva is weighed or 

measured by volume. For stimulated 

whole saliva, fl ow rates considered 

normal range from 1-3 ml (or 

grams)/min. However, as a general 

rule, 0.7 ml (or grams)/min is the 

lowest value considered as the ‘cut-

off’ point for estimating if stimulated 

fl ow is ‘normal’ or abnormal. Visible 

dryness may not be observed until 

the stimulated level falls below 0.10 

ml (or grams)/min.

Subjective complaints
A helpful clinical guide for determin-

ing oral dryness that has supporting 

science is an 11 item questionnaire 

developed to help defi ne subjective 

dryness and xerostomia. Each ques-

tion is scored by the patient based on 

a 1-5 ordinal scale (never = 1, hardly 

ever = 2, occasionally = 3, fairly 

often = 4, and often = 5). Based on 

their data analysis, the higher the 

total score, the more likely it is that 

a patient will have xerostomia. The 

questions, listed below, are easy for a 

patient to complete. 7

1. My mouth feels dry

2. My lips feel dry.

3. I get up at night to drink.

4. My mouth feels dry when eating 

a meal.

5. I sip liquids to aid in swallowing 

foods.

6. I suck sweets or cough lollipops to 

relieve dry mouth.

7. My throat feels dry.

8. The skin of my face feels dry.

9. My eyes feel dry.

OTC MANAGEMENT 
OF DRY MOUTH
Studies indicate a number of effective remedies exist, 

including XyliMelts slowly dissolving oral adhering discs. 

[ by Jeff Burgess, DDS MSD, Director - Oral Care Research Associates; previously 

Department of Oral Medicine, University of Washington School of Dentistry (retired) ]

CLINICAL: DRY MOUTH 

DR. JEFF BURGESS
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of dry mouth occurring during the 

day. These include various mouth-

washes and oral rinses, sugar-free 

chewing gums, saliva substitute gels, 

dry mouth toothpastes, saliva substi-

tute sprays and lozenges. Oral adher-

ing discs/patches/melts are available 

for both daytime dryness and dry-

ness occurring during sleep. Erodible 

tablets, gels, and mouthwashes have 

been studied.12, 13, 14 Slowly dissolv-

ing oral adhering discs (OraCoat 

XyliMelts, OraHealth) used during 

sleep have been found via study to 

significantly improve perceived oral 

wetness and significantly decrease 

perceived morning discomfort.15 

A randomized, double-masked, 

controlled crossover study involving 

a mucoadhesive disc for relief of dry 

mouth (OraMoist, Axiomedic, Zur-

ich) also found a significant increase 

in salivary flow compared with 

baseline measures with daytime disc 

application.16  

Considering strategies involv-

ing integrated systems that include 

toothpaste, gel and mouthwash, 

as well as oral reservoir devices, 

the authors of a relatively recent 

Cochrane systematic review report 

that these generalized strategies 

may also be beneficial in reducing 

perceived dry mouth; but, in the 

opinion of the authors, there is insuf-

ficient evidence to allow a general 

recommendation for use in the man-

agement of dry mouth. They further 

indicate that even though “chewing 

gum is associated with increased 

saliva production in the majority of 

those with residual capacity, there is 

no evidence that gum is more or less 

effective than saliva substitutes” in 

altering dry mouth.17 

Some of the above mouthwash and 

saliva substitute products have been 

formulated for daytime use and have 

not been assessed for uncomfortable 

dry mouth occurring during sleep. 

The only dry mouth product that has 

been assessed for use during sleep is 

OraCoat XyliMelts (OraHealth).15 

Effectiveness ratings for dry 
mouth products
Given research supporting use of 

a number of products aimed at 

improving the perception of dry 

mouth, albeit limited, the clinician is 

left with several choices to consider 

for over-the-counter treatments. 

The March 2016 issue of Clinicians 

Report provides helpful guidance.18 

The report summarizes responses by 

1,168 dentists whose patients suffer 

from dry mouth to a questionnaire 

on effectiveness of over-the-counter 

products for managing dry mouth. 

In terms of general management, 

behavioral changes were recom-

mended by 97 percent of dentists 

while prescription medicines were 

prescribed by only 28.8 percent of 

dentists. The most popular behav-

ioral approaches included recom-

mendations to increase water intake 

(86 percent of respondents) and 

increase use of fluoride (77 percent of 

respondents).  

The commonly recommended 

over-the-counter remedies included:

 - Mouthwash/oral rinses such as 

Biotene dry mouth oral rinse, 

 - Sugar-free chewing gum (any 

gum or Trident Xtra Care), 

 - Saliva substitute gels (Biotene 

OralBalance Moisturizing Gel), 

 - Dry mouth toothpastes (Biotene 

Dry Mouth Fluoride and Prevident 

5000 Dry Mouth Fluoride), 

 - Saliva substitute sprays (Biotene 

Moisturizing Spray),

 - Lozenges (ACT Total Care Dry 

Mouth Lozenges or any type of loz-

enge), and 

 - Oral adhering discs/patches/

melts (OraCoat XyliMelts for Dry 

Mouth).  

Most of the above products (the 

exceptions being sugar-free chewing 

gum and lozenges) were rated very 

or moderately effective in managing 

dry mouth by at least 40 percent 

of the respondents. Among all of 

the dry mouth remedies known to 

the 1,168 dentists, based on their 

assessment of patient experience, 

XyliMelts oral adhering discs were 

rated ‘very effective’ by more dentists 

(9.2 percent of the 152 who were 

familiar with it) than any other dry 

mouth remedy, including prescrip-

tion drugs which came in second at 

six percent and dry mouth tooth-

pastes which came in third at three 

percent. XyliMelts discs were also 

rated ‘very effective or moderately 

10. I have difficulties swallowing 

certain foods.

11. The inside of my nose feels dry.

While the above questions help to 

define the level of perceived dryness, 

it is important to note that a patient’s 

perception of oral dryness may not 

correlate with the actual production 

of saliva.8 And in terms of saliva col-

lection, unstimulated whole saliva 

flow rate will vary between individu-

als, men and women, with age, and 

in relation to comorbid oral disease 

and oral anatomy.9, 10 

This means that a patient’s com-

plaint of oral dryness may not match 

up with objective measures. How-

ever, in general, when resting saliva 

falls to half of its ‘normal’ baseline, 

the result is typically a sensation of 

dryness.11 Dry mouth associated 

with sleep is normal, but if the dry-

ness awakens a patient or causes oral 

discomfort, an OTC remedy that can 

be used during sleep is often helpful.

The patient with dry mouth may 

also report sensitivity to spicy foods, 

difficulty speaking or eating coarse 

food, gingival or tongue sensitivity, 

tongue roughness, frequent oral 

infections including tooth decay, 

thick or sticky saliva, bad breath, 

and difficulty with appliance use. In 

cases of duct blockage, pain in the 

region of the gland may occur with 

the introduction of food. 

Common dry mouth strategies
A number of unstudied self-help 

common-sense strategies are thought 

to be useful in the management of 

dry mouth: lip coating with Vaseline 

or balms, discontinuance of caffeine 

and alcohol consumption, sucking 

on sugar-free candies, humidifying 

the bedroom environment, adding 

water to food, avoiding salty foods, 

the frequent sipping of water, and 

sucking on ice chips. While some 

of these approaches may be helpful 

for reducing dry mouth occurring 

during the day and during sleep, it 

should be appreciated that science 

supporting their efficacy in reducing 

dry mouth is non-existent.

Research on over-the-counter 
products
A number of products are available 

over the counter for the management 

 XyliMelts disc adhered 

more forward than usual.

  XyliMelts disc adhered 

in typical location.

 Oral adhering discs. The tan side 

adheres to keratinized gingiva or teeth.

 Three-fold improvement: Burgess & 

Lee study of XyliMelts used while sleeping.
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effective’ by more dentists (59.2 

percent) than any other dry mouth 

remedy. Prescription drugs, saliva 

substitute gels, and mouthwashes 

and oral rinses were tied for second 

at 50 percent.  

Conclusion
Published clinical studies show 

that a number of over-the-counter 

products are effective in managing 

dry mouth but effectiveness varies. 

More dentists rate XyliMelts slowly 

dissolving oral adhering discs as very 

effective for addressing dry mouth 

than any other product including 

prescription drugs. The published 

studies show that dry mouth during 

the day is effectively relieved by a 

variety of over-the-counter remedies 

and that XyliMelts adhering discs 

are also effective when used for dry-

ness during sleep. ●
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GIVEN MY PRIMARY RESEARCH 

interest in the area of dental materi-

als—bonding, composite resins 

and esthetic dentistry—I’m always 

examining products with an eye 

toward simple techniques and 

patient-pleasing esthetic results. 

Recently, I was greatly impressed to 

discover a high-gloss finishing and 

polishing system that is effective for 

both anterior and posterior, direct 

and indirect restorations. The Sof-

Lex™ Diamond Polishing System 

from 3M introduces a two-step 

approach that achieves a paste-like 

gloss with the convenience of a rub-

berized system. The flexible shape 

adapts to all tooth surfaces, produc-

ing a life-like, high-gloss finish for 

the dental restoration. 

Used with Filtek™ Supreme 

Ultra Universal Restorative (3M), 

the polishing system delivered 

excellent results while maintaining 

the integrity and anatomy of the 

restoration. When a young patient 

presented with a small anterior dia-

stema, I used Filtek Supreme Ultra 

restorative to close the diastema, 

then completed the case using the 

Sof-Lex diamond polishing system, 

delivering beautiful esthetic results 

with a high-gloss shine that greatly 

impressed the patient. 

As a complete system, the 

Esthetic Restorative Solution from 

3M combines the time-tested Filtek 

Supreme Ultra restorative with the 

new Sof-Lex diamond polishing 

system to impart a very natural-

looking gloss in a technique that 

is kinder to gingival tissues when 

compared with conventional discs. 

It brings together the diamond 

paste-like polish in the convenience 

of a rubberized system, which I can 

appreciate in my practice. 

Case Presentation
A young female patient presented, 

after orthodontic treatment, with a 

small anterior diastema, mesial to 

the right lateral incisor (Fig. 1). The 

patient’s main esthetic concern was 

to eliminate the space and increase 

the size of the lateral incisor. Addi-

tionally, to ensure optimal stability 

of the orthodontic treatment, proxi-

mal contact among all anterior 

teeth is desirable. 

01STEP Isolation with a rubber 

dam pushed the gingiva apically to 

provide accessibility to the cervical 

area and allowed me to create 

proper anatomical contour and 

emergence profile (Fig. 2).

02STEP A mylar strip was used to 

protect the adjacent tooth from 

etching (Fig. 3). The mesial proxi-

mal, facial and lingual areas were 

etched. I prefer to use a selective-

etch enamel technique with Scotch-

bond™ Universal Adhesive from 

3M to increase the bond strength.

03STEP To prevent contact of the 

adhesive with the adjacent tooth, 

another mylar strip was placed and 

adhesive was applied for 30 seconds 

and dried for 30 seconds (Fig. 4).

04STEP Filtek Supreme Ultra 

shade XWE was placed in two 

increments and each increment was 

light cured for 20 seconds. The first 

increment was placed over the facial 

aspect of tooth #7 (Fig. 5). This 

increment was then spread and 

feathered towards the middle of the 

tooth to improve blending (Fig. 6). 

The second increment was placed to 

fill the palatal aspect of the dia-

stema with the help of a mylar strip. 

This completely closed the 

diastema.

05STEP To begin the contouring 

and polishing process, the proper 

length was first established with a 

Sof-Lex™ XT Contouring Disc 

(3M). Second, an incisal–facial line 

angle was formed. Third, the mesio-

facial line angle, as well as the inci-

sal, facial and palatal embrasures 

were defined (Fig. 7).

06STEP Once contoured, the sur-

face characterization of the adjacent 

teeth was copied onto the restora-

tion using a fine diamond. In my 

experience, a speed of about 5,000 

rpm using the diamond is ideal to 

create microanatomy.

Next, I utilized the Sof-Lex 

diamond polishing system, which 

consisted of two steps: a beige 

pre-polishing spiral (Fig. 8) that 

smoothed and removed scratches 

in the restoration to prepare the 

surface for high-gloss polishing; 

second, a pink diamond polishing 

spiral that imparted a smooth, high-

gloss polish (Fig. 9). These spirals 

reached small crevices and easily 

adapted to all surfaces. Finally, the 

proximal surface was polished with 

finishing strips.

CLOSE DIASTEMA USING 
TIME-TESTED MATERIALS
Using 3M materials and a cutting-edge polishing 

system for highly esthetic results.   [ by Dr. Marcos Vargas ]

Information provided by 3M.

 HOW TO
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Imparts a diamond paste-like gloss

The Pre-Polishing Spiral (beige) smooths/removes scratches

The Diamond Polishing Spiral (pink) is embedded with 
diamond particles to create a gloss

Sof-Lex™ Diamond Polishing System 

3M

800-634-2249  |  3M.com/estheticrestorations

CIRCLE RS #74

Upon finishing the restora-

tion, the patient was very satis-

fied by the ideal contour, surface 

smoothness and life-like luster 

(Fig. 10).

07STEP The patient returned 

one week later for a final post-

operative appointment (Fig. 11). 

She was still very satisfied with 

the final restoration. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Marcos Vargas attended Cayetano Heredia University School of Dentistry in 

Lima, Peru and graduated in 1985. He spent two years, 1990 to 1992, in the 

AEGD program at the Eastman Dental Center in Rochester, New York. Dr. Vargas 

received his Certificate and Master Degree in Operative Dentistry in 1994 at 

the University of Iowa where he is currently a Professor in the Department of 

Family Dentistry. His primary research interests are in the area of dental materials 

including glass ionomers, dentin bonding, composite resins and esthetic dentistry. 

Dr. Vargas is also recognized for his expertise of Direct Restorative Treatment 

Procedures and conducts numerous lecture and hands-on seminars in the US 

and internationally. Dr. Marcos Vargas has published extensively in the area of 

dental adhesion and resin composites for over 20 years. He maintains a private 

practice limited to Restorative Dentistry with an emphasis on esthetic dentistry.
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RESTORATION OF CLASS V LESIONS 

can be diffi cult and frustrating. A 

number of material choices and 

techniques are available, but I have 

found a material that has made my 

work much easier and I actually 

enjoy placing Class V restorations 

today. While glass ionomers, resin 

ionomers and composite resins have 

been successfully used, I prefer a 

microfi ll composite resin. One that I 

particularly like is EPIC®-TMPT by 

Parkell. In this article, I will illustrate 

a technique that I have found to be 

predictable, quick and esthetic.

01STEP Figure 1 shows a patient 

with non-carious Class V grooving 

in the canine, fi rst premolar and 

second premolar teeth. The molar 

has already been restored with a full 

crown. Restoration was desired by 

the patient for esthetic reasons.

02STEP I used a small fi ne round 

diamond bur to slightly roughen the 

areas to be restored in order to 

remove the sclerotic layer on the 

dentin surface. 

03STEP Phosphoric acid etching 

gel was injected along the enamel 

margins (Fig. 2) and left in place for 

10 seconds (Fig. 3).

04STEP  The etching gel was thor-

oughly rinsed with water from an 

air/water syringe (Fig. 4) and lightly 

air dried. 

05STEP I then applied a universal 

bonding agent (Brush & Bond, 

Parkell). The bonding agent was 

massaged for 10 seconds using an 

applicator tip (Fig. 5). 

06STEP It was then air dried (Fig. 

6) and light cured for 10 seconds 

with a LED light curing unit (Fig. 7).

07STEP This is where the process 

gets to be fun! I took a small amount 

of EPIC-TMPT, rolled it into a ball 

and placed it on the end of an instru-

ment. I gently laid the material into 

the preparation (Fig. 8) and it almost 

“fell” into the shape of the prepara-

tion on its own.

08STEP I used the instrument to 

lightly touch the material where I 

wanted it to fl ow more (Fig. 9). Even 

though the thixotropic nature of the 

material encourages it to fl ow, its 

viscosity allows it to stay in place. I 

applied the material in the same way 

to the other two teeth. 

09STEP Final placement of all 

three restorations is shown in Figure 

10. A LED light was used to cure the 

restorations for 20 seconds each 

(Fig. 11).

10STEP Finishing of the contours 

and margins was carried out with a 

small carbide fi nishing bur (Fig. 12).

11STEP  Smoothing of the com-

posite surface was performed using 

an E2hance cup by Dentsply (Fig. 

13) and polishing was accomplished 

with a diamond impregnated brush 

(Fig. 14). 

12STEP The fi nal restorations can 

be seen in Figure 15. 

In this article I have illustrated 

a technique for restoring Class V 

lesions using EPIC-TMPT, a micro-

fi ll composite resin by Parkell. 

With this material and technique I 

can restore these lesions quickly and 

predictably. 

ROSS NASH, DDS

 RESTORE CLASS V 
RESTORATIONS
One dentist outlines how using EPIC®-TMPT Composite 

by Parkell can simplify Class V restorations.   

 Information provided by Parkell Inc.

EPIC®-TMPT composite

Flexes with the tooth to reduce stress 
in the margin 

More resilient than traditional microfi lls 

Reactive organic fi ller chemically 
bonds to the matrix 

Parkell Inc.

800-243-7446  |  parkell.com

CIRCLE RS #76
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1. Class V lesions in canine 

and two premolar teeth

2. Phosphoric acid etching gel 

placed on enamel margins

3. Phosphoric acid gel in place

4. Etching gel rinsed

5. Brush & Bond applied

6. Bonding agent lightly air dried

7. Bonding agent light cured

8. EPIC-TMPT laid into preparation

9. Instrument used to “lightly 

touch” microfill composite

10. Restorative composite in place

11. Light cure restorative composite

12. Small carbide finishing 

bur used to finish margins

13. Polishing cup to smooth material

14. Diamond impregnated 

brush to achieve high shine

15. Class V restorations completed

AT A GLANCE
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T
he percentage of women 

pulling up chairside in the 

operatory is increasing. And 

studies show that women in den-

tistry experience a higher frequency 

and severity of pain than their male 

counterparts, with the thumbs, 

hands, hips, neck and shoulder 

being particularly problematic. 

When considering interventions 

for the female dental professional, 

there are dozens of gender-specific 

considerations: workplace ergonom-

ics, specific exercise, daily activities, 

clothing and much more. Following 

are a few of the most important 

considerations.

Upper trapezius pain
There are several causes of trapezius 

pain among women in dentistry. 

Perhaps the most common is due 

to the fact that many women tend 

to be shorter in stature than men, 

and therefore a common ergonomic 

position problem arises. Women 

with short torsos cannot position 

the patient low enough and are 

forced to raise the shoulders while 

working. This can cause “rock 

hard” shoulders and trigger points 

in the upper traps. A saddle stool is 

the easiest long-term solution to this 

problem. By opening the hip angle, 

it allows lower positioning of the 

patient, with closer proximity. 

Fourth and fifth finger pain
There are two common causes: tho-

racic outlet syndrome and cubital 

tunnel syndrome. Thoracic outlet 

syndrome has a higher prevalence 

rate among women than men and is 

frequently misdiagnosed as carpal 

tunnel syndrome. Thoracic outlet 

syndrome (TOS) is a neurovascular 

disorder caused by entrapment of 

the brachial plexus and subclavian 

artery (Fig. 1A), so in addition to 

the neurological symptoms of pain, 

numbness and tingling, one also 

experiences vascular changes such 

as coldness, discoloration and swell-

ing. Symptoms are most common in 

the medial forearm/hand and into 

the fourth and fifth fingers. 

Many doctors do not know the 

four diagnostic tests to differentiate 

thoracic outlet syndrome from car-

pal tunnel and end up referring TOS 

patients to a neurologist or surgeon. 

Ask your doctor for a referral to a 

certified hand therapist for accurate 

diagnosis of this syndrome and also 

the most conservative course of 

action. Since it is caused by forward 

head and rounded shoulder posture, 

ergonomic interventions are impera-

tive to prevent and treat this syn-

drome, including loupes with a steep 

declination angle, correct patient 

positioning and strengthening the 

proper stabilizing muscles. 

Using armrests
 There are three general scenarios 

that necessitate armrests among 

women in dentistry. 

r�Large chest or pregnancy: 

Anything that increases distance 

between the operator and the oral 

cavity causes excessive forward 

reaching with the arms. Women 

with large chests understandably 

can have modesty issues and posi-

tion themselves slightly further 

away from the patient. This leads to 

extended reaching, which can cause 

DEMYSTIFYING PAIN AMONG 
WOMEN IN DENTISTRY
As more and more women enter dental professions, 

examining the causes of pain common to 

these women becomes more important.

[ by Bethany Valachi, PT, MS, CEAS ]

CLINICAL:ERGONOMICS

“
   [S]tudies show 
that women in den-
tistry experience a  
higher frequency 
and severity of 
pain than their 
male counterparts, 
with the thumbs, 
hands, hips, neck 
and shoulder 
being particularly 
problematic.”

PHOTOS COURTESY OF BETHANY VALACHI  
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shoulder or upper back strain. 

The strain can be minimized 

with armrests. 

r�Short forearms: Women 

with short forearms are forced 

to reach forward beyond a safe 

working range. The weight of 

the extended arm places high 

levels of force on the shoulder 

and upper back, which can lead 

to musculoskeletal problems. 

r�Endodontists: Due to 

long procedures in one static 

position, endodontists should 

always have armrests. 

Pain caused by clothing
Narrow bra straps can dig into 

the upper trapezius muscle —

compressing nerves, creating 

painful trigger points and head-

aches due to the weight of large 

breasts. (Fig. 1B) Compression 

on the upper trapezius due to 

bra straps can be resolved with a 

sports-type, or racer-back, style 

bra with wide straps that con-

nect in the middle of the upper 

back. The weight is translated to 

a wide support band around the 

ribs and may help reduce pain 

when worn during work. 

Hip pain
 Hip pain in women is usually due 

to trochanteric bursitis, osteo-

arthritis, piriformis syndrome 

or rheumatoid arthritis. All four 

conditions are more prevalent 

among women than men, and 

occupations that involve pro-

longed sitting, such as dentistry, 

may place women at a higher risk 

for hip pain than other profes-

sions. Prolonged sitting may lead 

to adaptive muscle shortening, 

causing tightness in the hip and 

lower back muscles, affecting 

flexibility and joint mobility. 

In a seated profession, it is 

a good idea to move the hip 

regularly out of a flexed position. 

Women should intermittently 

stand for exams, extractions, 

injections and impression making 

as well as perform specific hip 

stretches, especially hip flexor 

and rotator stretches, on a regu-

lar basis, to avoid hip dysfunction 

caused by prolonged sitting. 

Functional strengthening of the 

gluteus medius is also important 

for women in seated occupations; 

exercises incorporating a unilat-

eral stance will target this muscle. 

Bethany offers much more infor-

mation on this topic in her three-

hour lecture, “Demystifying Pain 

among Women in Dentistry: 

Essential Ergonomic & Wellness 

Guidelines.” To inquire about a 

lecture for your women’s dental 

group, please e-mail her at info@

posturedontics.com. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Bethany Valachi, PT, MS, CEAS 

is author of the book, “Practice 

Dentistry Pain-Free: Evidence-based 

Strategies to Prevent Pain and Extend 
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published more than 50 articles in 
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has developed patient positioning 
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dental professionals. She offers free 

newsletters, articles and videos on 

her website at posturedontics.com.

 Thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS) is 

caused by entrapment of the brachial 

plexus and subclavian artery. 

 Narrow bra straps can dig into the 

upper trapezius muscle. This compres-

sion can be resolved with a sports or 

racer-back bra with wide straps.
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[ WEB EXCLUSIVES ]

As is true with all businesses, reputation is everything. 

While you work hard to build up your practice, you 

must work even harder to maintain its reputation.

by Dr. Nichole Demars, DDS

 http://bit.ly/28HTO2W

Sikka Software is addressing the differentiated 

needs of practices by offering a comprehensive 

line of practice analytics tools to assist dentists 

in making the best management decisions.

by the DPR Editorial Team

 http://bit.ly/25kszZI

How to use technology to manage your practice’s 
reputation

Sikka Software announces new data 
options for dental practices

ADDITIONAL CONTENT ONLINE

How streamlining your processes with 

practice marketing and management 

software can benefit your practice.

by Dr. Travis Evans

 http://bit.ly/1T047E8

3 ways to synchronize your systems and 
promote your practice

Log on to DentalProductsReport.com for up-to-date product 
news and our exclusive content

           TECH UPDATES

3 WAYS TO PROTECT YOUR 
PATIENT INFORMATION
Preventing data breaches—and 
subsequently, the resulting HIPAA 
violations—should be top priority 
for dental practices.

           TECHNOLOGY EVANGELIST

HOW TO USE 
TECHNOLOGY TO 
ENHANCE YOUR 
INTERNAL MARKETING
Internal marketing can be a 
cost-effective alternative to 
external marketing—and these 
technologies can make it easier 
than ever.

          TIPS & TRICKS

AVOIDING HIPAA 
PENALTIES WITH SRAS
A Security Risk Assessment (SRA) 
could save your dental practice 
from major repercussions and 
financial penalties.
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Incorporating videos into your dental practice’s 

website, social media and online presence 

can bring big returns. More on page 73.

HOW VIDEOS IMPROVE

ONLINE
MARKETING
RESULTS
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OVER THE TIME THAT I’VE BEEN IN 

PRACTICE, I’ve seen marketing take 

many shapes and forms. Local 

offi ces have sent out discount cou-

pons (now very common in the Mid-

west), as well as high-end expensive 

magazine-type formats that feature 

the practice and are direct mailed to 

specifi c higher-end neighborhoods. 

Over the years I’ve heard of some 

offi ces getting a slight return on 

investment, but usually it’s close to a 

break-even situation.

In my offi ce, we don’t do a great 

deal of external marketing. In fact, we 

do very little. Over the years my phi-

losophy has been to treat your existing 

patients well and marketing will pretty 

much take care of itself. This isn’t to 

say that I don’t believe in external 

marketing. Depending on where you 

are located, it may well be the best way 

to attract new patients. However, here 

in the Midwest, the ROI just doesn’t 

frequently justify the expense.

Another thing I love about internal 

marketing is that patients tend to 

socialize with and therefore refer 

people with personalities similar to 

theirs. In a nutshell that means that if 

a patient is conscientious, keeps their 

appointments and pays their bills, they 

tend to have friends that behave in 

the same manner. So, it behooves the 

practice to attract similar patient types 

to help the practice grow with minimal 

headaches. After all, it does you no 

good to attract lots of new patients if 

they don’t keep their appointments 

and they don’t pay their bills.

So for this exciting issue, let’s take 

a look at some of the best ways I’ve 

found to use technology to enhance 

your internal marketing.

Be nice to your patients
While not a techie way to start, I do 

think it’s the most appropriate way 

to start. Make sure everyone in your 

offi ce gives the patient exemplary 

treatment. People are now used to 

being “consumers of healthcare” and 

expect to be treated in a certain man-

ner. Go the extra mile to really set 

your offi ce above the competition.

Available WiFi for patients
This is a great low-cost option 

that your patients will really enjoy, 

especially if the location of your 

offi ce doesn’t provide for the greatest 

cellular coverage.

A WiFi access point can be pur-

chased for $50 or less to provide con-

nectivity for your patients. However, 

this isn’t something that can be taken 

lightly. I highly recommend having 

the install done by a professional IT 

person who understands that this is 

for patients only and must be totally 

separate from your offi ce network 

to comply with HIPAA. They will 

know what to do because the last 

thing you need is someone rummag-

ing around your network while wait-

ing for a hygiene visit.

We installed a special WiFi for 

patients and made sure to isolate it 

in our offi ce and people absolutely 

love it. We get comments on it on a 

regular basis and it’s one of those little 

“niceties” that people are beginning to 

expect in every store they go into. Get-

ting it installed and then putting a few 

signs advertising it will be a big hit.

Recharging capabilities
Obviously, the WiFi suggestion is 

due to the fact that all of our patients 

are now carrying mobile devices 

and want access to them 24/7. That 

access is all well and good until a 

battery dies an untimely death. 

To help combat this problem, we 

created an area we call the “recharg-

ing station” where patients can 

let their device get a much needed 

recharge while they relax and 

recharge during their time in the 

offi ce.

You could create one of these 

yourself or you can simply buy one. 

In my offi ce I purchased two backup 

battery packs from Home Depot. 

Patients can plug their devices into 

these and since they are actually 

rechargeable battery packs, patients 

Internal marketing can be a cost-effective 

alternative to external marketing—and these 

technologies can make it easier than ever.

How to use technology 

to enhance your 

internal marketing

DR. JOHN FLUCKE

WESTEND61/GETTY IMAGES
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can carry them around the offi ce. All 

you need are a few average charging 

cords to match the patient’s device 

and you are good to go. I purchased 

two of the Rapid Power Plus 

6000mAh Portable Chargers for 

about $35 apiece.

However, if you’d like to buy a pre-

confi gured system that is ready to go 

right out of the box, you can purchase 

a Sharper Image Visual Charge 6 Port 

USB Charging Port for less than $20 

at your local Sam’s Club.

Your patients will really appreci-

ate these amenities!

NetFlix
To some of my younger readers this 

probably strikes you as an incredible 

“duh” suggestion. In my defense, I 

had TimeWarner cable running all 

over my offi ce. It worked as well as 

anything else… or so I thought. In 

a way, I have to thank TimeWarner 

for this because when they raised my 

cable TV fees and wanted to force me 

to rewire my cable, add a cable box 

with every monitor and then charge 

me for the privilege of having all of 

these boxes. Oh and it was a per box 

fee. The bill would have automati-

cally gone up several hundred dollars 

a month for exactly the same service. 

Needless to say, that didn’t happen.

At a staff meeting I asked for 

brainstorming and solutions on our 

“TV” problem. One of the hygien-

ists suggested NetFlix and we never 

looked back. We pay less than $15 

per month for six simultaneous log-

ins and the patients absolutely love it!

iPads and other tablets
In healthcare it is become more and 

more of a tablet-centric world. It is 

starting to make inroads in dentistry 

although not as fast as I’d like. 

However, there are systems that let 

patients check in on tablets. That 

really, really excites me. What I’m 

really waiting for is trotting around 

the offi ce with a Microsoft surface or 

iPad with a keyboard.

This will in some ways eliminate 

the need for patient monitors since 

you can just hand the patient a tablet.

Combine that technology with 

this like DEXPAD for DEXIS that 

is a free app that lets you view your 

entire DEXIS database on an iPad 

free of charge. Amazing!

Patient reminder services
Last but not least are patient reminder 

services such as Solutionreach. I have 

been using this service for more than 

a year and have been amazed at what 

a targeted fun way it keeps my offi ce 

engaged with our patients. Whether 

it’s text messages, emails, phone calls 

or birthday greetings they are always 

making sure my offi ce is running 

smoothly and cost effi ciently. There 

are several services that do these types 

of things on the market that bear 

exploring, but at this time Solution-

reach is my favorite.

Wrapping up
The ideas above are just a few I 

thought up as I briefl y outlined this 

article. I’d love to hear from you 

about some tech ideas you’ve used for 

internal marketing.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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A
s most dentists are aware, the 

data that resides in your office 

is the most critical data you 

own; the patient records, schedule, 

documents, etc. are the lifeblood of 

your practice. The question is, what 

are you doing to protect that data? 

For preventing data breaches and 

HIPAA violations, there are three 

areas to concentrate on:

A firewall
 This sounds easy, right? Just install 

a HIPAA-certified firewall and 

be done with it … except, no such 

animal exists. In fact, if you search 

through the HIPAA rules and regu-

lations, you’ll be hard pressed to 

find the word “firewall” at all. What 

is a firewall? It’s typically a device 

that can protect against unauthor-

ized connections by intercepting 

incoming and outgoing connection 

attempts and blocking or permitting 

them based on a set of rules. Almost 

all modern routers have firewalls 

built into them, and all versions of 

Windows have software firewalls 

incorporated as well, although it 

does require that you actually set it 

up and turn it on. HIPAA doesn’t 

really establish a set of guidelines as 

to what features are necessary, thus 

there’s no such thing as software or 

hardware that is HIPAA certified. 

For most offices, the router with the 

built-in firewall is adequate; systems 

like Sonicwall or Zyxel are also 

options.

Anti-malware protection
Unlike the firewall requirement, the 

need for anti-malware protection 

is more cut and dried. According to 

Standard 164.308(a)(5)(ii)(B), cov-

ered entities must implement proce-

dures for guarding against, detecting 

and reporting malicious software. 

As with many other HIPAA rules, 

though, no specific guidance is given. 

In my experience, while there are a 

few free anti-malware programs out 

there that permit use in a commercial 

environment, dental offices are best 

served by investing in paid anti-mal-

ware software. I happen to be a big 

fan of the ESET products, but some-

thing from Trend Micro, Kaspersky 

or other major vendors is likely more 

than adequate. If you are unfamiliar 

with the concept of “exclusions,” 

then have your IT company install 

the software. You’ll want to set up 

the software to exclude certain files 

that are immune to virus attack, as 

constant scanning of those files will 

result in network slowdowns and 

problems.

Ransomeware protection
While anti-malware software is 

critical, the fact is that many of them 

do not do the best job against some 

of the newer class of viruses called 

ransomware. These viruses get onto 

your system, usually via an infected 

email or website, and proceed to 

lock your files and demand a ransom 

be paid in order to unlock them; 

this ransom typically ranges from 

around $500 to $2,000! While a 

good encrypted backup is your best 

last line of defense, never getting the 

virus in the first place is better. One 

program to consider is called Cryp-

toprevent; it is often on sale for less 

than $20 per computer for lifetime 

upgrades. It’s a great program that I 

highly recommend. 

By taking at least minimal mea-

sures to protect and secure your 

data, you are ensuring not only 

HIPAA compliance but also peace of 

mind knowing that your most valu-

able asset is safe and sound. 
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Preventing data breaches — and subsequently, the resulting 

HIPAA violations — should be top priority for dental practices.  
[ by Dr. Lorne Lavine ]

3 ways to protect your 

patient information
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I
n our column last month, we 

reviewed tips on how to get the 

most out of your web presence. 

We explained how to optimize 

elements of your website code, the 

importance of a website sitemap 

and fresh ongoing content updates, 

understanding backlinks and why 

you should be active on social media.

This month we will explore the 

importance and impact of videos on 

your online marketing performance.

Why use videos?
When you are surfing the internet, 

do you ever watch videos? Of course 

you do. We all do. Whether you’re 

watching cats skateboarding, or get-

ting tips on how to fix an appliance, 

we all watch videos—and lots of 

them. There are endless numbers of 

marketing studies which show the 

positive impact of videos in all areas 

of the internet: e-commerce sales, 

social media engagement, website 

engagement and so on.

One study by Search Engine 

Watch found that videos increase 

engagement on a webpage on aver-

age by 400 to 700 percent. What 

does that mean? If you think about 

all the hundreds (or thousands) of 

people coming to your website every 

year, you are getting a certain level 

of engagement which will show up 

as patient appointments, phone calls 

from the website and emails from the 

website. Adding videos can increase 

this number of patient appointments, 

phone calls and emails. 

Back in November 2014, Face-

book Founder Mark Zuckerberg 

made this statement: “In five years, 

most of [Facebook] will be video.” 

The reason he predicted this trend 

is the clear impact videos have on 

website engagement.

Consider some of these statistics:

r�90 percent of 

information transmitted 

to the brain is visual, and 

visuals are processed 

60,000 times faster in the 

brain than text. (Sources: 

3M Corporation and Zabisco)

r�46 percent of 

users take some sort of 

action after viewing an 

ad, according to Digital Content Next.

r�"DDPSEJOH�UP�

Forrester Research, 

it is 50 times easier 

to achieve a page one 

ranking on Google 

with a video.

Incorporating videos into your dental practice’s website, 

social media and online presence can bring big returns.  
[ by Dr. Lou Shuman and Ian McNickle ]

How videos 
improve online 
marketing results
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Where should you host 
videos?
OK, so we can all agree that 

videos are a good idea to use. The 

next question is where you should 

host your videos. There are liter-

ally dozens of websites where you 

can host videos, but two of the 

most popular and widely used are 

YouTube and Vimeo.

For our purposes, we gener-

ally recommend YouTube since 

it is fairly easy to use, and has the 

added benefit of being integrated 

into Google search results (since 

YouTube is owned by Google).

What type of videos should 
I use?
There are many types of videos 

you can implement for your 

practice marketing, but the 

most important is an overview 

video of your practice. This 

will typically be one-to-two 

minutes long, and be posted on 

the homepage of your website. 

An overview video will include a 

combination of what is known as 

A-roll and B-roll. 

A-roll contains video of the 

subject being interviewed; for 

example, the doctor (or doctors) 

would be talking directly into 

the camera or at slightly off-

angle to the camera. 

B-roll contains video taken of 

the environment, such as the out-

side of the building, front door to 

the office, waiting room, opera-

tory, equipment and technology 

used in the office. B-roll also 

includes people interacting, such 

as the doctor reviewing an X-ray 

with a patient, talking with the 

patient during a consultation, 

smiling patients, etc.

In post-production, a vid-

eographer will weave the A-roll 

and B-roll into a flowing story 

about the practice. The goal is to 

showcase the personality of your 

practice, and the benefits of com-

ing to your office (friendly and 

welcoming atmosphere, modern 

technology, experienced doctors 

and staff, etc).

You might want to consider 

producing other types of videos, 

such as patient testimoni-

als, explanation of services, 

explanation of technology and 

equipment used in the practice, 

explaining pre- and post-op 

instructions and answer-

ing FAQs. These videos can 

be posted throughout your 

website.

The general recommenda-

tion is that your overview video 

should be done professionally. 

A good rule of thumb is most 

videos on your website should 

be done professionally with the 

exception of patient testimoni-

als. These can be done with a 

smartphone if you like, but pro-

fessionally produced would be 

better. However, when it comes 

to videos posted on social media, 

you can certainly use videos pro-

duced on a smartphone.

How to get the most value 
from your videos
Videos can only produce value 

if people watch them, so it is 

important to increase your 

viewership as much as possible. 

In order to do this, videos should 

be posted on your website, social 

media sites, online review sites 

and any other websites that are 

appropriate. It is also recom-

mended to post patient testimo-

nial videos across all these sites 

whenever possible.

Please note—every practice 

should check with their State 

Dental Board or Association to 

understand the rules and guide-

lines around posting patient 

testimonials. At the very least 

you should have every patient 

sign a marketing release form 

which gives you permission to 

use their testimonial for market-

ing. It is highly advised to consult 

an attorney in your state who is 

familiar with HIPAA and State 

Board Marketing guidelines.

Stay tuned for future topics 

that will include Facebook tips 

and recent developments, SEO 

(Search Engine Optimization) 

strategies, PPC (Pay-Per-Click) 

best practices, online reputation 

management and more.
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C
ould your group or practice 

survive over one million dol-

lars in fines and penalties, loss 

of patients, credit monitoring costs, 

lost productivity, civil and criminal 

investigations and damage to your 

reputation? Of course not. But that’s 

the new reality: As our industry 

faces increasingly frequent breaches 

of Patient Protected Health Infor-

mation (PHI), software products 

with questionable data protection 

schemes and patient data that has 

become a high value target for those 

seeking to gain financially. 

Along with new HIPAA rules 

outlining greater penalties and 

accountability, the repercussions from 

patient data breaches are difficult, if 

not impossible, to recover from. No 

group or practice, no matter how large 

or small, is immune from threats. 

Data breaches are crippling both 

from a financial and PR perspective, 

considering the vast amount of sensi-

tive information consumers trust them 

with. And dental practices and groups 

are supposed to be the pinnacle of fidel-

ity when it comes to sensitive patient 

information.

So, the question in this scary world 

of patient data breaches and thefts is if 

you’ve taken all the designated precau-

tions possible to prevent this from ever 

happening. In the wake of an actual 

breach, the first question practices 

and groups are asked is whether they 

can provide a full accounting of all 

their protected health information, 

including where it is stored and who 

has access to it, and if they have fol-

lowed the administrative, physical and 

technical safeguards laid out by federal 

regulation to protect their PHI. 

Or, has your group or practice 

basically ignored best practices for 

safeguarding the information? Based 

on your answer to these questions 

you could either receive unfavorable 

HIPAA rulings or potentially mitigate 

your HIPAA risk. The Office of Civil 

Rights (OCR) under Health and 

Human Services, the entity responsible 

for enforcing HIPAA, when research-

ing a HIPAA violation is looking for a 

“Culture of Compliance” within the 

group or practice; i.e have you done 

everything possible to try to prevent the 

breach or violation?

Security risk assessment as 
insurance
The best way to assure the OCR that 

you are trying to follow the regula-

tions is through the use of a Security 

Risk Assessment (SRA). The SRA is 

a tool to help prevent data breaches 

and strengthen security within 

practices and groups that has been 

around for a while and has been 

employed by numerous groups and 

practices

But these days most healthcare 

organizations are aware that regular 

Security Risk Assessments (SRAs) 

are no longer optional; instead, they 

are required and stringently enforced. 

HIPAA Privacy and Security Rules 

as outlined in 45CFR 164.398 (a)

(1) require organizations that handle 

health information to routinely review 

the administrative, physical and tech-

nical safeguards they have in place to 

protect the security of patient health 

information (PHI). SRAs are also a 

mandatory requirement for providers 

seeking technology subsidies and pay-

ments through the Federal EHR Incen-

tive Program, commonly known as the 

Meaningful Use Program.

Although conducting regular SRAs 

may seem to be a hassle, the cost of 

failing to conduct them and remedi-

ate risks is much worse. Penalties can 

include millions of dollars in fines, loss 

of patients, credit-monitoring costs, 

lost productivity, civil and criminal 

investigations and damage to institu-

tional and professional reputations. 

In many cases the repercussions from 

patient data breaches are difficult, if 

not impossible, to recover from.

SRAs are designed to help protect 

against data breaches or loss. By con-

ducting thorough assessments, health-

care providers and business associates 

can uncover potential weaknesses in 

their security policies, processes and 

systems, and remedy them before 

adverse security events occur. And the 

regulations specify that risk analysis 

should be ongoing as various internal 

factors change and threats evolve.

A Security Risk Assessment (SRA) could save your dental 

practice from major repercussions and financial penalties.  
[ by Mike Uretz ]

Avoiding HIPAA 
penalties with SRAs
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What is a Security Risk 
Assessment?
SRA areas of focus should include:

r�3FWJFX�PG�1)*�JOWFOUPSZ�UP�EFUFS-

mine where electronic and other data 

is located

r�&YBNJOBUJPO�PG�UIF�TBGFHVBSET�

required by rule 45CFR 164.398 (a)(1) 

— administrative, physical and techni-

cal, including the latest Omnibus rules. 

r�"TTFTTNFOU�PG�DVSSFOU�PQFSBUJPOT�

for HIPAA compliance, including safe-

guards in place, as well as vulnerabili-

ties and specific threats to safeguards

r�&WBMVBUJPO�PG�FYJTUJOH�TFDVSJUZ�

policies and procedures

r�"O�BQQMJDBUJPOT�DSJUJDBMJUZ�SFWJFX

r�"�UISFBU�BOBMZTJT�UIBU�JEFOUJàFE�

FYUFSOBM�UISFBUT

r�"�WVMOFSBCJMJUJFT�BOBMZTJT�UIBU�JEFO-

tified internal issues

r�"�SJTL�SFNFEJBUJPO�SPBENBQ

SRA’s should also be based on 

HITRUST standards and the Com-

mon Security Framework. Domains 

should include: Information Protec-

tion, Endpoint Protection, Portable 

Media Security, Mobile Device Secu-

rity, Wireless Security, Configura-

tion Management, Vulnerability 

Management, Network Protection, 

Transmission Protection, Password 

Management, Access Control, Audit 

Logging and Monitoring, Education, 

Training and Awareness, Third Party 

and Business Partner Assurance, 

Incident Management, Business Con-

tinuity and Disaster Recovery, Risk 

Management, Physical and Environ-

mental Security, Data Protection and 

Privacy.

Should you use a consultant?
If you possess the skills in-house 

to address all the SRA areas and 

domains outlined above then cer-

tainly you can attempt to provide 

the protections and processes called 

for in the HIPAA regulations. But 

NZ�FYQFSJFODF�TIPXT�NF�UIBU�GPS�UIF�

most part IT consultants or even in-

house IT staff typically does not have 

UIF�FYQFSUJTF�OFFEFE�UP�EP�B�QSPQFS�

in depth Security Risk Assessment. 

This is a highly specialized area and 

I highly recommend using a third-

party partner with all the skills and 

FYQFSJFODF�OFFEFE�UP�QFSGPSN�UIJT�

critical process.

So, if you go the route of looking 

for a partner to help you through this 

process there are a few basics to look 

for off the bat. Your group or practice 

has to be HIPAA compliant and your 

SRA partner should be, too. The part-

ner should protect patient records with 

the utmost care and be assessed by the 

same rules. Find a partner that does not 

merely assess your privacy and security 

capabilities, but also has the skills to 

amplify them. Look for a partner with 

certifications from the International 

Association of Privacy Professionals 

such as CIPP/US, CIPT and CIPM—

UIFJS�QSJWBDZ�FYQFSUJTF�JT�VOQBSBMMFMFE��

Look for providers who live the daily 

rigor of proactive security operations 

with CISSP-certified personnel.

/FYU�EJH�JOUP�WFOEPST��QSPDFTTFT�

and procedures. In addition to inquir-

ing about certifications, ensure that 

your third-party partner is healthcare-

specific and keenly focused on health-

care compliance. The partner should 

know OCR audit protocols. Check 

to see if clients who have been audited 

IBWF�NFU�PS�FYDFFEFE�UIFJS�BVEJU�

requirements.

Your SRA partner should work with 

leading healthcare law firms in support 

of clients’ breach notifications, remedi-

ation strategies and forensic discovery. 

Ask if they have HIPAA security and 

QSJWBDZ�TVCKFDU�NBUUFS�FYQFSUJTF�GPS�

both the primary entity and its business 

associates.

Make sure the partner acts as an 

official business associate, subject to 

the same level of Security and Privacy 

Rule requirements of a covered entity. 

As a business associate, the partner 

must maintain the highest degree of 

HIPAA compliance and knowledge. It 

should be able to unequivocally deliver 

an SRA that meets all HIPAA and 

Meaningful Use requirements.

And having personally negotiated 

numerous IT and software contracts 

over the years, I recommend that 

your contract assures that your SRA 

WFOEPS�PGGFST�FYFNQMBSZ�QSPDFTTFT�

deliverables and follow-on remediation 

options. 

The bottom line
When it comes to HIPAA compli-

ance and your patient data security 

you can choose to go along with 

your head in the sand, doing the 

minimum to protect your PHI, and 

IPQF�UIBU�ZPV�EPO�U�FYQFSJFODF�B�

major breach. But do you really want 

to take a chance with the future of 

your business in terms of penalties 

and fines, credit monitoring costs, 

lost productivity, civil and criminal 

investigations, damage to your repu-

tation and loss of patients? As men-

tioned, one of the first things that 

is assessed by the authorities when 

there is a HIPAA breach is if you at 

the very least followed the recom-

mended federal guidelines outlined 

in the HIPAA Security Rule. So, 

the best way to look at investing in 

a Security Risk Assessment is that 

it’s one of the best insurance policies 

that you can purchase for your group 

or practice.

For more information on how to 

NJOJNJ[F�ZPVS�)*1""�FYQPTVSF�VTJOH�

Security Risk Assessments please con-

tact Mike Uretz at mikeu@dentalsoft-

wareadvisor.com or 425-434-7102. 
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A peek at a high-strength glass 

ceramic milling block. 

[ compiled by Ryan Hamm ]
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to provide a robust, easily polished 

block with detailed margins. Celtra® 

Duo (ZLS) can be conveniently used 

with the same milling units used for 

all-ceramic restorations, including 

the inLab® MC XL. 

Dentsply Sirona

dentsplyceltra.com 
855-7-CELTRA 
CIRCLE RS #85

ARE YOU READY 
TO APPLY THIS 
TECHNOLOGY IN 
YOUR PRACTICE?

Information provided by Dentsply Sirona.

http://dentsplyceltra.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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This cordless ultrasonic activator 

is designed to signifi cantly 

improve debridement. 

[ compiled by Stan Goff ]

 Applying Vista 
Dental’s EndoUltra 
in your practice

Science has shown that irrigants 

are more effective when they are 

electro-mechanically activated. 

Acoustic streaming and cavitation of 

endodontic solutions has been shown 

to signifi cantly enhance cleansing 

of diffi cult anatomy. Studies have 

shown that low frequency (sonic) 

oscillation (160-190Hz) was not suf-

fi cient in creating acoustic streaming 

or cavitation within the canal space.

BREAKTHROUGH: EndoUltra™ 

is reportedly the only cordless, 

compact, battery-operated piezo 

ultrasonic (40kHz) activation 

device. Only EndoUltra is capable 

of producing acoustic streaming 

and cavitation in small canal spaces, 

resulting in signifi cantly improved 

debridement; disruption of biofi lm, 

improved penetration of irrigants 

into dentinal tubules and the removal 

of vapor lock, resulting in improved 

outcomes.

UNIQUE ACTIVATION: The device 

features unique 15/02 Activator Tips, 

which resonate along the entire length 

of the tip and do not engage tooth 

structure. Activator tips feature depth 

markers at 18, 19 and 20 mm.

EASE OF USE: Not tied to a wall via a 

cord, the EndoUltra appears to be a 

breakthrough product when it comes 

to making endodontic care easier to 

deliver and more predictable. The 

technology delivers the ultrasonic 

energy in a compact easy to use 

design favored by endodontists.

ADDED FEATURES: Using the 

EndoUltra ultrasonic activator is 

said to reduce bacteria levels and 

therefore produce a lower rate of 

retreatments.  

Vista Dental Products 

vista-dental.com
877-418-4782

 CIRCLE RS #86

ARE YOU READY 
TO APPLY THIS 
TECHNOLOGY IN 
YOUR PRACTICE?

Information provided by Vista Dental Products. 

http://vista-dental.com
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS
BECOME EMV READY 

Be ready to accept

Apple Pay.

866-481-4604
ENROLL NOW - CALL A SPECIALIST TODAY!
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2� NAB will reimburse your business up to $295** if you have  
 an early termination fee with your current processor

www.nynab.com
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Search for the company name you see in each of the ads in this section for FREE INFORMATION!
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F I N A N C I A L  S E R V I C E S

D E N T A L  S U P P L I E S

PRODUCTS + SERVICES SHOWCASEGo to:   dentalproductsreport.com/Products

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/Products
mailto:custserv@majesticdrug.com
http://www.majesticdrug.com/
http://www.majesticdrug.com/
http://www.nynab.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


Search for the company name you see in each of the ads in this section for FREE INFORMATION!
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U P H O L S T E R YL A B  S E R V I C E S

D E N T A L  S U P P L I E S I N T R A O R A L  C A M E R A S

The U Dental Matrix BANDS

48 BANDS AND A CLAMP / $48

GET TIGHT CONTACT EFFORTLESSLY

Order direct at marylanddentalbands.com or through Practicon 

or Pearson Dental.

EASY

FAST

ECONOMIC

New Equipment  -  Quality Refurbished Equipment

Custom Replacement Upholstery Kits Starting at $575

We can make your dental chairs look new again.

www.superiordds.com
407-347-5992

www.superiorupholstery.com

Standard
Style

(ADEC 1005)

Aging Assets?

Contact us and

We take care of

the rest!

Plush Style
(ADEC 1040)
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THE POWER TO  

CHANGE LIVES
How dental professionals are utilizing updated 
equipment and technology to make a difference.

ADVERTORIAL

C
EREC technology is all about 

integration and convenience, 

and with CEREC AI and 

CEREC AF, fl exibility and mobil-

ity make using CEREC that much 

easier. Both the AI and AF feature a 

monitor, keyboard and PC; CEREC 

Omnicam with cradle; and a tablet. 

However, the two units are different 

in a variety of ways. 

CEREC AI is integrated directly 

into the Sirona Teneo Treatment 

Center with a movable arm, which 

allows for true integration into your 

treatment room. When the CEREC 

Omnicam is needed for a restorative, 

orthodontic or implantology scan, all 

you have to do is move the arm into 

place and you are ready to image. The 

combination of true integration with 

fl exible confi guration options makes 

the CEREC AI the system to turn to 

when you want CEREC integrated 

into your treatment center. 

CEREC AF is an independent unit 

that provides the ultimate in mobil-

ity with an adaptable setup in your 

existing operatory. With the fl exibil-

ity the AF provides, you can outfi t as 

many operatories as you want with 

the CEREC Omnicam.

With both the CEREC AF and AI, 

the Omnicam camera can be moved 

between operatories, fl oors and even 

practices. The Omnicam camera 

can then be plugged into the CEREC 

AF or AI system in another location 

and be used. This allows for simple 

integration at a lower price point. 

CEREC® AI AND CEREC® 
AF PROVIDE OPTIONS FOR 
MOBILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
How these technologies make using CEREC even easier. 
[ by Patterson Dental]

Plus with the CEREC AI and AF, 

Sirona remote software is capable of 

displaying acquisition software on 

another monitor or tablet to allow 

for an easier user experience based 

on your existing offi ce confi guration. 

With CEREC AI and CEREC 

AF options, there is no reason not 

to take advantage of the design 

features and options that allow you 

to integrate CEREC into your opera-

tory. Increase the effi ciency and the 

productivity in your practice with 

CEREC. To learn more about how 

CEREC or Sirona Treatment 

Centers can improve your offi ce 

workfl ows and provide effi cient, 

ergonomic design solutions, contact 

your Patterson representative. 

CEREC® AF and CEREC® AI with Omnicam
CEREC Omnicam is always available in confi gurations designed to fi t the way you work.

CEREC® AF with Omnicam
- Offers practice mobility

- Camera tray is placed near patient 

- Choice of monitor: treatment center, counter monitor, tablet 

-  Camera can be moved to one operatory while allowing 

design and milling in another 

-  Also available in a Connect version, for clinicians who prefer 

lab-fabricated restorations

CEREC® AI with Omnicam
- Offers chairside integration

- Mounted camera tray

- Treatment center monitor serves as CEREC display

- Integrates with Sirona treatment center

-  Also available in a Connect version, for clinicians who prefer 

lab-fabricated restorations

Patterson Dental

800-328-5536  |  pattersondental.com 

http://www.pattersondental.com/
http://www.pattersondental.com/
https://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


Whether remodeling or building new, allow Patterson to be your office design  

partner. Our experts will help you find the perfect location, choose the ideal  

equipment, secure the financing you need, and design the interior that  

reflects your style. Patterson office design will bring your dream practice to life.
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Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 87

http://www.pattersondental.com/
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Call 1-888-658-2584

NANO-ORMOCER
®
 

DIRECT RESTORATIVE

THE IDEA IS NOW A REALITY

VISIT THE 

ADMIRA FUSION WEBPAGE AT 

www.vocoamerica.com

TO REQUEST YOUR 

FREE SAMPLE!

NANO
ORMOCER 
TECHNOLOGY

ADMIRA 
FUSION

NEXT GENERATION
SOLUTION

 1.2% 
SHRIN-
 KAGE

NANO
NEW

INNOVATION
PRECISION
EXCELLENCE

VOCO

ALL CERAMIC-BASED

BIOCOMPATIBILITY
EVOLUTIONARYPARADIGM SHIFT

PURE SILICATE

A NEW 
LEVEL OF

UP TO 50% LOWER SHRINKAGE

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 88

http://www.vocoamerica.com/
http://www.vocoamerica.com/
http://www.vocoamerica.com/
mailto:infousa@voco.com


Here’s what you’ll see EXPOSED in this FREE REPORT & CD...

• Aside from complete obliteration of all independent/solo   
 dental practices… what is Corporate Dentistry’s REAL long  
 term objective?

• Where most independent/solo practices are MOST    
 vulnerable to corporate dental marketing practices….   
� $QG�KRZ�WR�VKXW�WKHLU�EHVW�H䈱�RUWV�GRZQ�LQ�<285�DUHD�
   
• 7KH����WRRO�\RX�FDQ�XVH�WR�PDNH�\RXU�SUDFWLFH�%8//(7� �
� 3522)�WR�DQ\�H䈱�RUWV�WKH�FRUSRUDWH�GHQWDO�SRZHUV�PDNH�WR��
 steal your patients.

• 7KH�21/<�ZD\�WR�DWWUDFW�WKH�W\SH�RI�SDWLHQW�ZKR�ZRXOG�� �
 NEVER betray and leave you for a lower price at a    
� FRUSRUDWH�GHQWDO�R䈲��FH�

• And much, much more...

NEWS FLASH: Leading Corporate Dental Company CEO Calls 

Independent / Solo Dentists ‘Knuckle Draggers’

The Corporate Takeover of Dentistry EXPOSED!
“Free Report Reveals How To STOP The Corporate Dental Giants From 

Stealing ALL Your Best Patients (they are implementing a nationwide 

plan RIGHT NOW to do just that) and KILLING Your Practice”

Exclusive FREE REPORT reveals the TRUE intent of the 

corporate giants gobbling up independent practices… The 

REAL threat they pose that not one dentist in 1000 is ready 

for… If you don’t want to end up being a $100k employee 

and don’t want your family to require a DRAMATIC 

downsize You MUST read this FREE report…

________________________________________________
Name

________________________________________________
Address

________________________________________________
City     State   Zip

________________________________________________
2䈲��FH�3KRQH

________________________________________________
(PDLO� � \RXU�HPDLO�ZLOO�EH�KHOG�LQ�WKH�VWULFWHVW�RI�FRQ¿�GHQFH

:+$7�6+28/'�,�'2�12:"

Fill out this card and mail it           

Fax this page to (510) 201-6529      

Visit www.CorporateDentalDefense.com

1

2

3

HURRY!!
There are only 50  37 

copies of this REPORT 
& CD available. 

Claim yours now.

Get INSTANT 
ACCESS to 
Your Report 
By Entering 
Email Here

http://www.CorporateDentalDefense.com/


The Corporate Takeover of 
Dentistry Exposed!

Read what people are saying!
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OLNH�,�FDQ�UHOD[����WKH�μELJ��EDG�FRUSRUDWH�GHQWLVWV¶�

DUH�QR�ORQJHU�D�WKUHDW�EHFDXVH�RI�ZKDW�,�QRZ�

NQRZ��<RX�1(('�WKLV�WUDLQLQJ�LI�\RX�ZDQW�WR�VWDQG�

D�FKDQFH�DQG�VWD\�LQ�EXVLQHVV�´

-Dr. Eric Compton, DDS, Indiana
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ERWK�P\�SUDFWLFH�DQG�,�DUH������SURWHFWHG�´

-Dr. Kevin Flood, DDS

0DLO�7KLV

“How To STOP The 
Corporate Dental 

Giants From Stealing 
ALL Your Best Patients 

and KILLING Your 
Practice!”
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